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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

The BJRP has an unfamiliar appearance this time. While there have been "theme" 
issues in the past, this is the first time a whole issue has been devoted to a 
single article. 
However, the postmarks of St.Petersburg merit such treatment. For the first 
time in 14 years a bold philatelist has attempted to create some order out of 
the chaos of postmarks used in that city, The result, which could be seen as 
the second (certainly not the last!) attempt to write a handbook for these 
markings, you now hold in your hand. 
We hope that postmark collectors find this issue of interest, and that non
pQstmark collectors will be sufficiently inspired to examine their used 
stamps for SPB postmarks. -

. For certain Types no suitable illustration could be found in time for this 
issue of the BJRP. We apologise for the resulting unsightly gaps ... 
Readers who wish to respond to this survey - with additions, corrections or 
just with opinions - are urged to do sol All letters to the Editorial address, 
please. 
The BJRP returns io its more usual appearance next issue, which, with a bit 
of luck, might even appear in September! 
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The Postmarks of_ 
ST. PETERSBURG 

''. . 

IAN L.G. BAILLIE 

Many articles in our journal have, over the years, dealt with the · more erudite 
aspects of Russian philately, often giving fascinating glimpses into the more 
obscure corners of the subject and details of great rarities. One can admire 
the great collectors and students making these contributions but also, alack, 
regard these articles as having only peripheral impact on one's own knowledge 
of one's own collection! My purpose in this article is to provide a source of 
data for St.Petersburg marks, many of which will be widely distributed through 
any Imperial collection. 

. ' 

I will not deal with pre-adhesive marks except · where use continued into the 
adhesive period, nor (because they merely continue a pre-adhesive practice) 
will I include the very early Town Post marks. All other marks, however, 
qualify, up to the inclusion of the new name 1Petrograd! 

This article is divided into the following sections 
A. Ekspeditsiya marks 
B. Otdyelenie marks 
C. Central Otdyelenie Clater the Ekspeditsiya) of the Town Post marks 
D. Otdyel Clater PTK) marks 
E. Telegraph office marks 
F. Railway termini marks 
G. Other marks 

The summary Tables (there is a Table for each section) are at the end of the 
article, followed by the final Table H which allows the reader to convert type 
designations used by Imhof to 'those used in this article, and vice versa. 

Whilst information in these sections _. and Tables comes from a variety of 
sources, including (where noted) collections of some helpful friends • and 
myself, it will be clear that this survey would have been impractical without 
the very careful and extensive 48-page research report published in 1976 by 
Herr H. Imhof (ref.18), and it is with his permission, obtained soon after his 
publication was available here, that I can quote freely . from that important 
work; where data are quoted herein without indication of source, the data are 
from ref.18. I will also take this opportunity to acknowledge my debt to 
Mr.G. V. Shalimoff for his translations into English of the two important 
articles by Mr.M. Dobin (refs.20 '& 21) which clear up so many questions about 
the organisation of the posts in St.Petersburg. 

The classification system used herein, however, is my own, and I hope readers 
find it helpful in sorting otit the very many types of marks to be found. 
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SECTION A : EKSPEDITSIY A MARKS 

GROUP R : marks with ekspeditsiya's role described in words 
GROUP Al : double circle; 3-line or fractional ' date 

· GROUP A2 : single circle; 3-line or fractional date 
GROUP A3: bridge types; I-line date . 
GROUP A4 : "killer" marks 
GROUP AS: double circle; I-line date 
GROUP A6 : octagonal; I-line date 
GROUP A7 : machine marks -

The purpose of this . section is · to detail the known marks. and the general 
development of the Ekspeditsiya marks of St.Petersburg after the introduction 
of adhesives. As a family they are amongst the commonest of all Russian 
postmarks, although some within this family are highly elusive. There is a 
good chance that more data will come to light if readers will please report 
any additional holdings which will enable the range of types or their period 
of use to be extended. 

An "Ekspeditsiya" has of course little to do with similar words used elsewhere 
(e.g. the Swedish "expedition") meaning "despatch". In Russian it is best 
treated as meaning a department sorting a defined class of mail under the main 
postal administration of the town, and several larger cities (e.g. Moscow, 
Odessa, Warsaw) besides St.Petersburg all have Ekspeditsiya marks. Perhaps 
"division" would be an alternative rendering in English, but I will retain 
"ekspeditsiya" to ·avoid possible misunderstandings. Note that the 
"Eksped.Gor.Pocht." marks are dealt with separately in section C. 

Before coming to those Ekspeditsiya marks which. identify the Ekspeditsiya by 
number, let us first deal with those _which define the role in words. They 
normally arise in the short period from 1877-82 (although there is one late 
type known 1904-07) and are · often indifferently struck so that individual 
marks need to be identified with care : the closely-lettered wording is long, 
and seemingly similar marks can be for very different purposes. 
The key abbreviations are : 

INOST. 
PROST. 
VNUTR. 
DEN.PAKET. 
POSYL. 

mail to/from abroad 
ordinary mail 
incoming mail · · 
insured mail · 
parcels '· 

while other useful words are : ·- .. 

(from tMostrannyt, "foreign") 
(from prostot, "ordinary") 
(from vnutreMtt, "inward") 

(from denezhnU palcet, "money letter") 
(from posyllca, "parcel") 

PRIE. receiving (from prtem) 
VYD. delivery (from vydacha) 
KORR. correspondence (from Jc_orrespondentstya) 

The data from Imhof · (ref.IS), Hillesum (ref.30,31) and Dobin (ref.20,37) and 
in my own collection are summarised in Table R. For ease of cross-reference, 
each marking is allocated a type number in the 'R' series. Type G3D from 
section G could also be included here; 

Coming now to · the wide range of marks identifying only the number of the 
Ekspeditsiya, there are 10 different numbers but their . meanings change with 
major reorganisations. Four of the numbers · are rare and can be quickly 
reviewed - outside of the ref.37 listings I only know of the following 
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examples : 

4 EKSPED. 

8 EKSPED. 
9 EKSPED. 
10 EKSPED. 

I know of 2 examples (1913 money order to St.Petersburg and 
1915 insured letter abroad) 
I know of 2 examples (one ls 1879 from abroad to local area) 
I know of 2 examples _ (one ls 1886 from abroad to local area) 
I know of 1 example, no details known (plus a 10 Eksped. 
"D0PLATIT" handstamp which in ref.18 is dated 1909) 

Much more is known for the other six Ekspeditsiyas (of which 2 & 6 Ekspeds 
arise less frequently than the others). Including the brief 1878-1882 period 
mentioned above, four distinct periods can be identified during which the role 
of each Ekspeditsiya remained constant. While ref.37 by Mr.Dobin is highly 
relevant to this subject, there are unfortunately some discrepancies between 
his allocations and the known examples which are difficult to resolve, · but my 
reading of the situation is now along the following lines : 

Role of Ekspeditsiya Up to 1878 1878-1882 1882-1903 1903 on 

For abroad 7 Eksped. Prie. Inost. 5 Eksped. 1 Eksped. 

From abroad 8 Eksped. Vyd. Inost. 9 Eksped. 

For the city itself 3 Eksped. Vyd.Prost. 6 Eksped. 

For rest of Russia 1 Eksped. Prost. Vnutr. 1 Eksped. 

Insured mai 1 2 Eksped. 2 Eksped. 2 Eksped . . 

Money 1 et ters Den. Paket. 7 Eksped. 7 Eks-ped. 

From Imperial Chancellery Kants. Kants. Kants. Dost.Vysoch 

Parcels 9 Eksped. Posy 1. + 3 E 

Note the rare 4, 5 and 10 Eksped. marks from 1903 approx. are extra to 
the above. 

The main types of numbered marks are as follows, based on Imhof (ref.18), but 
this section also contains significant information from Dobin, ref.37. 

GROUP_A1_:_doubLe_ctrcLe;_3-Ltne_or_fracttonaL_date 

TYPE AlA No code letters or numbers : 3-line date with side stars in 1 Eksped 
(Imhof records 7 different handstamps 1859-1900, sometimes in concurrent use, 
which Dobin in ref.37 extends to 1903) ; with an outlined cross at left in 
189x from a partial strike in my collection which is either 1 or 5 Eksped 
(more likely the former) ; with side stars in 7 Eksped (Imhof 1859-1862 which 
I can extend to late 1865), then with blank sides (Imhof 1867-1877). A common 
Type for 1 & 7 Ekspeds, but rarer for 2 Eksped, recorded only by Dobin for 
1856-1866. 

TYPE AlB As Type AlA but with a Roman number at left. There is a series of 
marks (Imhof records three, although not listed by him as Eksped marks) with 
Roman III at both sides and ''CHAS.': i~ 1860, then 1861-1877 "CHASA" (with or
without preceding hour digit) at foot, which I consider to be 3 Eksped marks. 
Dobin in ref.37 also lists the two CHASA types as 3 Eksped marks for 
1859-1877. There is . a very similar but more elusive mark with Roman VII at 
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left, small "EKS" at right and "UTRO" at foot, which Imhof of course allocates 
to 7 Eksped, for 1871. Dr. Crabtree has . a rare similar mark with · Roman VIII 
sloping up at the left and "EKS'~ sloping down at right, -and ."8 CHASA" at foot 
dated 11 IYUL 1879, when the Ekspeds which normally marked mall were . of the 
role-defined Table AU) style, on a card from Glasgow to St.Petersburg. Dobin 
lists this mark for 1878-1882 as succeeding. a mark with horizontal VIII at 
both sides for 1859-1877, which in 1871-1874 was used alongside a similar mark 
with VIII at left, seemingly small "EKS" at right and "UTRO" at foot, neither 
of which I have seen. Yet another mark of this Type recorded by Dobin in 
ref.37 is for 9 Eksped with IX at both sides, listed for 1862-1866. 

TYPE AlC As Type A1A but with code numbers· at sides. · This style ·was evidently 
Introduced · into · the Ekspeds . for cancelllng. mall at the time ·of the 1883 
reorganisation. being known for I Ek.sped (larger size for codes 1-11 In 
1883-1903, smaller size for some of codes 12-19 In 1887-1891; Dobin records 
codes 1 & 2 for 1~82, l~plylng that the re9rganisatlon which I have ascribed 
to 1883 may actually have taken place In late 1882), 2 Eksped (not In Imhof. I 
have codes 4, 9,10 for 1901-~902 and have seen code 13 in the same period. 
Dobin mentions codes 1,3, 9 for 1906 and, surprisingly, 31,32 for 1883 and 33 
for 1889), 5 Ek.sped (codes 1-5 In Imhof 1883-1892, same In Dobin, to which I 
can add code 6 In 1883 on a 25-block of the 7 kopek carmine and grey), . 6 
Eksped (most of codes 1-21 are In Imhof_ 1883-1890, ·which Dobin extends to 
1891. · Note that code 9,10,16 in RED served, ·according to Dobin In ref.20, ·a 
special Section' C role in · 1883-1885. There ls also a ·different style mark for · 
some of codes 12-20, with "VECHER" at foot in this : same perfod. All . these 6 
Eksped marks have the hour as well as the code number at the sides), 7 Ek.sped 
(only recorded by Dobin In ref.37, codes 5,6 In 1891) and 9 Ek.sped· (not in 
Imhof. Dr Crabtree has this rare mark, code 4, with town name ·1n small, close 
letters on an 1886 cover from London to St.Petersburg. Dobin In ref.37 lists 
codes 1 & 2, both 1884, 5 & 7, both 1885 and 4 & 61 both 1886 .: _a wealth of 
unexpected rare marks) . . A common Type for 1 & 5 . Ekspeds, . but, as other Types; 
more elusive for 2 & 6 Ekspeds, difficult to find for 7 Eksped and rare for 9 · 
Eksped. . . · · 

. . 
TYPE AID ··As Type AlC but fractional date.· Dobin In ref.37 records 1 Eksped 
code 21 (1903). Imhof records code 22 (1895-1902, extended by Dobin to 1903) 
and, from a partial strike I can add code 23, unfortunately without the· year. 
An elusive Type. 

TYPE A2A 3".'"line date, stars at sides. A common Type but occurs only in 1 
Eksped. Imhof records -2 different handstamps with . small stars for 1870-1897, 
plus a type with large stars (rays thickened at ends) for 1900-1903. However, 
there was also an intermediate type · where . the large stars · do not thicken. 
Mr.J. Tovey has this · on a postcard 6 Sept. 1896, and I have an 1897 strike. 
Dobin In ref.37 records the original type for 1871-1877 and gives 1884-1903 
for a later type, but .. I recommend the 3-type breakdown. • 

TYPE A2B Fractional date, known for three Ekspeds for which it seemingly 
supersedes the corresponding Type , ·AIC mark : 1 Eksped. (codes _ 3,5,12 · were 
recorded by Imhof for 1900,1904, 1901 respectively, to which I can add 1897 
and possibly 1891 for . code - 12. Additionally, Dobin In ref .37 adds code 2 for 
1902, code. 6 - without date - . for 1901, code 10 for 1896-1904 and code 16 for 
1901), 5 Eksped (codes 10,12,13,14 in Imhof for 1891-1894. which ·1 can ·extend 
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to late 1895 for code 12 - as does Dobin in ref.37 - and possibly also 13, and 
I have a partial strike of code 14 which may be 1896) and 6 Eksped (codes 
4,5,14,22-29 in Imhof for 1892-1899 without hour quoted, to which Dobin in 
ref.37 adds code 2 in 1898 and code 20 in 1896. Imhof also gives codes 30,31 
for 1895-1898 with VEGHER at foot plus hour at sides). Not a common Type for 
any Eksped and I have · not seen any 6 Eksped examples to date. 

GROUP_A3 :_brtd&e_trees;_1-1tne_date 

There is a formidably wide range of these marks, so the following notes are 
necessarily more condensed than for most Groups. Mainly in 1 & 5 Ekspeds, more 
rarely in 6 & 7 Ekspeds and a very rare one in 4 Eksped. The dates are in 
various styles which I have coded as follows : 

Month : Roman 

4-digit year: Style 1 
2-diglt year: Style 4 

Arabic 

Style 2 

Style 5 

Cyrillic (abb.) _ 

Style 3 

Style 6 

TYPE A3A 9/10 vertical lines of shading in the segments. Not common. 
Style 4 : in 1 Eksped codes 1,2 (1892-1893 which Dr. Crabtree and I can extend 
to 1894) ;md in 5 Eksped code 1 (firstly 1892..;.1893 which John Tovey extends to 
1894 by two postcards. Reintroduced 1898-1899) . . 

TYPE A3B As Type A3A but 11 lines. Also uncommon. 
Style 4 : in 5 Eksped codes 1,2 (1894-1899) 
Style 5 : in 1 Eksped I can record code 7 (1912-1914). Not in Imhof. 

TYPE A3C Code no. in segment. Only 1 Eksped code 31 reasonably common. 
Style 1 : in 1 Eksped Imhof does not list code 1 (1902-1903, a large 33.5 mm 
mark in ref.31; Dobin lists this code for 1904, with a scroll pattern in the 
upper segment), but does list code 20 (1911, an even larger 35 mm mark, also 
in ref.37) and code 31 (1913, which I can extend to 1914). and 6 Eksped most 
of codes 1-15, of which 1,2,11 also have VECH in lower segment (1899-1902 in 
both Imhof and Dobin, which Dr.Crabtree can extend to 1905 for codes 1-4) 
Style 5 : in 1 Eksped, Dobin in ref.37 lists code 31 in this Style in 1914, a 
rather surprising addition to the Style 1 use of this code. Confirmation of 
this Style 5 mark from another source would be most welcome. 

TYPE A3D Unshaded segments. None is particularly common. 
Style 1 : in 1 Eksped codes 3,4,6,8 (1903-1906, which I can bring back to 1901 
for code 6), and 6 Eksped most of codes 1-15, of which 1,2,12 have VECH in 
lower segment (1902-1903, which, for .code 8 only, Dobin in ref.37 extends to 
1905). 
Style 3 : in 7 Eksped (7ya EKSPEDITSIYA . at foot) most of codes 1-12 
(1904-1911, which for several codes I can extend to 1912, as Dobin does for 
code 11 in ref .37). 
Style 5 : in 1 Eksped codes 7,8 (1903-1904) and 5 Eksped code V (1913), plus a 
rare 2 Eksped code 'a' mark 'listed by Dobin (1902). 

TYPE A3E As Type A3A but 18/19 lines. Generally common. 
Style 1 : in 1 Eksped most of codes 3-11 but with "?" in Imhof for codes 1,2 
(1904-1914. I can add codes 17 in 1911 and 24 in 1910, and Dobin in ref .37 
quotes 1903 as the starting date for codes 8,11), in 5 Eksped codes 3,5,6 
(1897-1903 both in Imhof and in Dobin, which I can extend to 1904 for code 6), 
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and l can also add 7 Eksped (7ya EKSPEDITSIYA at foot) codes 3,9 (1913). 
Style 2 : in 1 Eksped for code 3 (1905-1909) and code 8 (1904-1910). 
Style 3 : in 1 Eksped for about half the codes 1-18 (1903-1914, the latter 
date being in Imhof only for code 2, but for which Dr.Crabtree can add code 
11), and in 5 Eksped codes 1,8, 9 (1900-1904, to which I can add code 3 in 
1902). 
Style 5 : not in Imhof, but several 1 Eksped codes exist : code 3 (2 different 
handstamps in 1912 and 1913), code 10 (1911), code 21 (1906), code 23 
(1911-1914) and code 24 (1914). 

TYPE A3F As Type A3E but around 13/17 lines, varying between the different 
handstamps. Generally common except for 7 Eksped, and of course for 4 Eksped. 
Style 1 : this is a puzzle as it is not in Imhof for this number of lines, but 
I have a number of strikes of 5 Eksped code 3 in 1898-1901 which I suspect 
Imhof has grouped with the 18/19 line handstamps of my Type .. A3E. 
Style 2 : also not in Imhof, I have two loose stamps with i · Eksped code 3 
(190x and 1910, the latter date also quoted by Dobin in ref.37 for this code). 
Dobin also lists 1 Eksped code 8 for 1903. 
Style 3 : again not in Imhof. Dr.Crabtree has 1 Eksped code 1 (1913) and I 
have 3 examples of 1 Eksped code 18 (1909-1910), but Dobin in ref.37 quotes a 
much wider range of these 1 Eksped marks : code 1 (1903-1913), 2 (1907-1914), 
7 (1904), 8 (1904-1906), 9 (1904-1911), 14 (1911) and 18 (1903-1910). Ref .30 
reports and illustrates an example of the very rare mark of 4 Eksped (4ya 
EKSPEDITSIY A at foot) code 2 (both numbers reading upwards) as an arrival 
marking on a MTO form from Zhabinka, Grodno (1913), while Dr.Crabtree has code 
7 as a transit mark on a censored insured cover from Taganrog to the 
Copenhagen Red Cross (1915). Mr.Tovey has 5 Eksped code 1 (1903) on a 
postcard, and 10 examples of code 8 (1900-1903) have surfaced in four 
collections, so it seems to be not that uncommon. I can add 7 examples of 7 
Eksped codes 1,8,9,11 (all late 1912 to Spring 1913) and code 11 (1912) is 
also in ref.31. Code 5 (1913) is the only 7 Eksped mark in this Style listed 
by Dobin in ref.37. 
Style 5 : in 1 Eksped codes 1-9 and 21-29 (1911-1914. Code 30 has also been 
reported, while ref .31 lists it for 1912, and adds code 10 for 1911). Dobin in 
ref.37 confirms codes 10,30 and adds code 12 (1911). 

GROUP A4 : "ktller" marks 

TYPE A4A Unlike the Warsaw Killer marks, the St.Petersburg Killer is a very 
difficult mark to find. It has the town at top, then the date, then 1 EKSP and 
fina_lly code 1 at foot. Imhof records this mark in violet for 1899-1900. Dobin 
in ref.37 confirms this range although colours are - throughout ref.37 - not 
quoted, and I can add a strike in black for 1903. 

TYPE ASA No code letters or numbers. Imhof and Dobin record this for 3 Eksped 
only, in _ 2 subtypes : the first in small letters for 1905 (which I can extend 
to 1907), the second with much larger letters for 1907. Not a common Type. 

TYPE ASB With code letters, segments with vertical lines. In 1 Eksped with 9 
codes from 'a' to 'p' in Imhof (1911; I can add 4 of his missing letters up to 
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1913, also 'ts' in 1913-1914, and Dr.Crabtree can add 'kh' and . 'F' in 1914), · · 
in· 2 Eksped with 5 codes from 'a' to 'k' (1911-1914, which ·· I can bring back to 
1907 ·for 'a', and to· 1906. for 'g', and add 'e', while ref.31 adds 'n' and 
'A'), in 3 Eksped wit~ 10 codes mainly towards the end of the alphabet 
(1909-1914, which· Mr.Miskin can bring back to · 1908 and I can bring forward to 
1915 for . 'p', one of . half a dozen letters not in Imhof). 
It sliould be noted that some of the 3 Eksped marks are inscribed 3 EKSP and · 
some (sometimes with the same code letter, eg. 'kb', another letter not in 
Imhof) III EKSP. Although this is a common Type, the · wide range of code 
letters and duplicate handstamps make it difficult to assemble a good 
collection. 

TYPE ASC As Type ASB_ but' unshaded segments. In 1 Eksped with 4 code letters : 
'e'; 'z',' 't' and 'eh'. Dobin lists the first three plus 'kb' and 'eh' in 
ref.37 (1914. Mr.Miski_n -adds 'ts' for 1914 and I can add · 'F' ·and a · very 
strange but · very clear· mark at the end of 1914 with 'eh' at left and 'z', 
unlike the 'z' in the normal 'z' ·mark, at right!). Although · 2 Eksped ls not in 
Imhof, I have code 'G' for 1914-1915. In ref.31 there is a z· Eksped mark 
listed · as code 10 but from the illustration I believe it to be code 'yu', a -
very . late usage in September 1915! · · 
Not a common Type because it was introduced Just before the name change to 

'Petrogracf. 

TYPE ASD As Type ASC but cod_e n~bers. This Type ls not in Imhof, but Dobin in 
ref.37 records code 4 (1914), · and 1 Eksped code · 5 ls listed in ref.31 (1914) 
which I can confirm. As for -Type A5C, but more emphatically, uncommon because 
of its· short period of use. · 

TYPE A6A Only known f9r 2 Eksped. Code 43 is not in Imhof but is listed in red 
in ref.31, on an insured cover for 100 rubles. Imhof records code 44 in black 
(1907), Dobin agrees and I can add . a red • strike in the same year, also on an 
insured cover. 
An elusive Type which, from its unusual design, would seem to have been issued 
to emphasize the Z Eksped role. 

GROUP A7 : machtne marks 
------------------------

TYPE A7A Double circle, 1-line date with indication of hour, -p• EKSPEDITSIYA 
at' foot, code letter 'a' upright at sides, killer consisting of 6 dashed wavy 
lines. Imhof and Dobin record it for 1908-1911 and the Editor adds a 1907 
strike. 

TYPE A7B As Type A7A, but no indication of hour, 1• EKSPEDITSIYA at foot and 
code letter 'R' sideways at sides. Imhof records it for 1912-1914. 

I have personally found these Group A7 machine marks ·more difficult ·to find 
that the similar ,: Eksped.Gor.Pocht. machine marks detalled in · Section C, 
perhaps because the latter can be obtalned as transit marks while the former 
only seem to occur as despatch marks? 
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Summary 

Most of the Eksped. marks are black, but violet is not uncommon for some 
marks, while red is much more unusual. 

Across the groups it will be seen from Table A that Group Al was concurrent 
with Groups A2 to A4 and that, of these four, only Group A3 continued after 
the 1905 reorganisation, when Group AS was quickly followed by Groups A6 & A7. 
More detailed sequencing of Types is sometimes possible (e.g. A7B replacing 
A7A) but there is in general too much overlapping for clear patterns to emerge 
from the available data. In these major offices handling vast quantities of 
mall, this confused picture is hardly surprising. 

In the various Groups the code numbers/letters arise in various places in the 
postmarks (e.g. on both known 4 Eksped. marks, on some 6 Eksped. and on all 7 
Eksped. bridge types they are included as 'No.X' sideways at both ends of the 
bridge) and a few marks also indicate 'morning', etc. A full list of all 
codes of every Type in every Group of every Eksped. mark is beyond the scope 
of this article, and the reader is referred to the Imhof report, although not 
all marks are listed therein. However, one can note the following ranges of 
codes in the different Ekspedltsiyas : 

Eksped. 
numbers up to 
letters up to 

1 2 3 4 
31 44 1 
eh sh shch -

5 6 
14 31 

7 9 
12 7 

so clearly there is a very large number of different marks used in the 
St.Petersburg Eksped4siya offices. Imhof devotes some 12 pages of his ref.18 
to these marks, and we have to bear in mind that there are some marks not in 
his survey, bµt also that other single entries in his report represent more 
than one handstamp of the given description ... 

The above data are summarised in Tables R and A. It is hoped that this 
overview will contribute to the analysis of the many covers into, through or 
out of St. Peters burg. 
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a · b 

Fig.4 Type A1C 

14 

1 Eksp. Code 17 
[A ne111 code for this Type] 
A clarified image of the 
postmark shown in 4b. 

Fig.? Type A2A 
Intermediate 
style of star 
[Not in Imhof] 

Fig.1 Type R18 
Imhof date extended from 1878-81 to 1882 

.. 
•' . ·- .. · .. 

'. --✓ '' ~ ~ -. 'J 

Fig.2 Type R4A 
Eksp. Den ••• Paket. 
[A ne111 Eksped] 

Fig.5 Type A1C 
2 Eksp. Code 4 
[A ne111 Eksped 
for this Type] 

~- .-~ .. ~·. 
· .. -.... 

. '· -~~~ .. Jt ~··.-:· . .. . 

.. t ~~ ~ :.I 
Fig.a Type A3F {Style 3) 

4 Eksp. Code 7 
Coll. Dr K. Crabtree 
[A ne111 Eksped] 

Fig.3 Type A18 
Rare 8 Eksped. 
Coll. Dr K. Crabtree 

Fig.6 Type A1D 
1 Eksp. Code 23 
[A ne111 code 
for this Type] 

Fig.9 Type A3F {Style 3) 
7 Eksp. Code 9 
[A ne111 datestyle 
for this Type] 
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Fig.10 Type A4 
Innof dates 1899-1900 (violet) 
extended to 1903 (black) 

a 

Fig.12 Type A58 3 Eksp. 
Virtually concurrent use of 
handst8Jl'PS inscribed 
(a) 13 EKSP' and (b) 1III EKSP'. 

Fig.14 Type ASC 1 Eksp. Code rf> 
[A ne111 code for this Type] 
Postmark clarified in 14b. 

Fig.16 Type ASC 
Different codes (E + Z) 
at t1110 sides 
[Not in Innof] 
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Fig.11 Type ASS 
1 Eksp. Code 'g' 
[A ne111 code for this 1 Eksped Type] 

Fig.13 Type ASB 3 Eksp. 
Code 'hard sign' 
[A ne111 code for this Type] 

a 

Fig.15 Type ASC 1 Eksp. Code 'ts' 
[A ne111 code for this Type] 
Postmark clarified in 15b. 

Fig.17 Type ASC 
2 Eksp. Code G 
[A new code and Eksped 
for this Type] 

15 

b 



SECTION 8 : OTDYELENIE MARKS 

GROUP Bl : double circle: 3-line date 
GROUP B2 : single circle: fractional date 
GROUP B3: bridge types: 1-line date 

The Otdyelenies must not be confused with the Otdyels. Neither Peel (ref.17) 
nor Imhof (ref.18) separates them into two distinct classes, although Peel did 
note that the possibility that they were different was at that time under 
active discussion within the BSRP. 

Helpfully, the administrative role of Otdyelenies over Otdyels was soon 
afterwards clearly laid out by Dobin (ref.20) for the later Imperial period, 
and he followed this. work by another (ref.21) in which he dealt with the 
pre-adhesive period and again delineated between these two types of off ice. I 
am grateful to Mr.G.V. Shalimoff for supplying me with excellent translations 
into English of ref s. 20 & 21, and my comments on these two sources are based 
entirely on those translations. This Section will start from 1858 and seek to 
collate data from Dobin, Peel, Imhof and my own collection for · Otdyelenie 
marks in the adhesive period. 

The overall feature to recognise ls that, although the Otdyelenles existed 
throughout this period covering the Otdyels (and later also the Telegraph 
offices), postal markings from Otdyelenies are relatively Jnfrequent. 
Furthermore, ·the number of an Otdyelenie was at various periods not the same 
as the number of the Otdyel it controlled. The changes in these relationships 
are not traced by Dobin throughout the whole period, so I propose to ignore 
this f asclnating but complex issue entirely (not only do I not have the whole 
story anyway, but it is of only limited and specialised interest). Therefore I 
shall restrict this Section to a relatively straightforward listings of the · 
markings known to me, which are summarised in Table B. '(N)' denotes where the . 
number of the Otdyelenie is located within the postmark. 

TYPE BIA S.PETERBURG at top, (N) GOR.POCHT.OTDYELENIE· at foot. 
Recorded by Imhof in 1872 for. 1 Otdyelenie only. 

TYPE B2A (N)e OTDYELENIE at top, SPB GOR POCHT at foot, stars at sides. 
Known for the following Otdyelenies (all as listed by Peel for his type 4) 
7 Imhof 1896, Peel· 1891,1897 
10 not in Imhof, Peel 1896,1899, Baillie 1893,1897 
11 Imhof 1904-1906, Peel 1904,1905,1908, Baillie 1892, 1895,1905 
13 not in Imhof, Peel l 90x 
14 Imhof (and Baillie) 1890-1892, Peel 1892. 
15 not in Imhof, Peel 1890,1891 

TYPE B2B S.PETERBURG at top, (N)oe OTDYELENIE at foot, code numbers at sides. 
Recorded by Imhof for 4 Otdyelenie code 1. He gives no year but Peel gives 
1899,1902 under his type 6. 
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TYPE B3A S.PETERBURG at top, (N)e (11'DYELENIE + code letter at foot. 
Not in Imhof, Peel records a single 1904 postcard for 2 Otdyelenie code •a• 
wluch I can confirm. 

The relative scarcity of Otdyelenie marks should be clear from the fact .that 
there are even now no more than the nine previously recorded marks which I can 
record. But there must be more "out there somewhere". even if "OIDYEL" was 
never used as a misleading/confusing abbreviation for OIDYELENIE! 

. --., .... .. . 

• • 
· OTEPI>ITOE IIH 

Ha omoa1 cmopom1> nmuemoR ~1>1t0 aOpl!Cll, 

Fig.18 Type 82A Rare 10 Otdyelenie mark. 
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SECTION C : TOWN POST CENTRAL OTDYELENIE (LATER EKSPEDITSIY A) MARKS 

GROUP Cl : double circle; 3-line date (early marks) 
GROUP C2: S.P.B.-in-oval "killer" marks; undated 
GROUP . C3 : 6th Ekspeditsiya marks 
GROUP C4: on formation of Town Post Ekspeditsiya on 1-1-1886 
GROUP CS : bridge types; 1-line date 
GROUP C6 : triple circle; undated 
GROUP C7: double circle; 1-line date 
GROUP C8 : machine marks 

Having looked at the Otdyelenie marks in Section B and the Ekspeditsiya marks 
in Section A, it is appropriate to look next at that apparent hybrid, the 
Central Otdyelenie Clater the Ekspeditsiya) of the Town Post (which I shall 
refer to as the 'ETP' for short). In this Section I shall start around 1860 
when the pre-adhesive system had been reorganised. 

The development of the· ETP is explained by Dobin (ref.20). In summary, the 
original arrangement was that the Central Otdyelenie received mail from the 
Otdyels (see Section D), sorted it, and transferred it to the relevant Otdyel 
(if addressed within the area of the Town Post) or to the relevant Imperial 
Post Ekspeditsiya (if addressed elsewhere). From 1868, mail posted for 
delivery to an adress within its despatch Otdyel was sorted and delivered 
without having to go into and then come back from the Central Otdyelenie. The 
Central Otdyelenie also administered the Town Post Otdyels up to 1871, when it 
was combined with the Ekspeditsiya of the Imperial Post dealing with the 
distribution of ordinary internal mail. 

Up to 1876, all mail from the Town Posts was marked at the Central Otdyelenie 
twice : once (In red) cancelling the adhesive and once (in red if within the 
Town Post, in black otherwise) _showing the date and time of forwarding out of 
the Central Otdyelenie. From 1876, the former mark was applied at the Otdyel 
where the item was · posted. In the period 1883-1885 the latter mark was 
replaced by Imperial Post 6th Ekspeditsiya double circle marks (Type AlC) in 
red, showing date and time, with codes 9, 10 or 16 only. These of course look 
exactly like the standard -6 Eksped marks and have no visible clues which 
betray they were being used in a Central Otdyelenie role "".' it is well worth 
searching one's collection fo~ these! 

In order to improve the Otdyel administration and handle the increasing 
quantities of mail, the operation of the Town Post was removed from the 6 
Ekspeditsiya on 1 January 1886 and handed over to the new Town Post 
Ekspeditsiya of the St.Petersburg Main Post Office. The Otdyels and the Town 
Post Otdyelenies reported to the ETP from 1 June 1886. Dobin describes how the 
colour of the ETP mark and the type of mail addressed to St.Petersburg 
correlate from 1886 : 

black (sometimes violet) 
green 
red 
crimson 

ordinary inter-city letters and wrappers 
ordinary foreign letters 
ordinary Town Post letters 
registered letters (and, I suspect from the 

translation, insured letters. I have a magenta 
mark doing this duty in 1902) 

There are also dark blue strikes (Imhof records some) whose function is not 
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defined by Dobin. The only example I have consciously seen is in the Steyn 
collection, being Type C4A code 4 on an intercity cover into St.Petersburg 
(for this Type, Imhof records blue only for code 5). 

There is a wide range of marks used in the Central Otdyelenie/ETP and the 
following is based on Dobin (ref .20), who does not deal with the last few 
years up to WWl, on Imhof (ref.18), on Peel's references to this office 
(ref.17), on Hillesum (ref.31) and on various collections. Fortunately. these 
sources collectively provide good sequencing and dating information. so we are 
on firmer ground here than in some of · the other Sections. Although Imhof does 
not group all these marks together, there is little doubt in· my mind that most 
or all of them come from this one important central office, .. although maybe 
those inscribed 'Ts.o.• and/or with a number only come from some as yet 
unidentified St.Petersburg Imperial Head Post Office - possibly . the same 
office which used Type G3D of Section G? 
The main types of marks derived from these sources are as follows : 

GROUP_C1_: double_cLrcle;_3-1Lne_date_(earlY._marks) 

TYPE- CIA S.PETERBURG at top, GOROD(hour)POCHTA at foot, stars at sides. 
Several slightly different handstamps. Introduced in 1859 (Dobin does not give 
a precise date but illustrates a Sept.1859 strike, and Imhof lllustrates a 
Nov.1859 strike). Dobin says that they were used until 1881, and Imhof dates 
go on to 1882. 

TYPE ClB As Type CIA but open crosses at sides. Dobin notes usage in 1882, and 
Imhof dates are 1881-1882. Dr. Crabtree has a 5 April 1883 strike. 

TYPE CIC S.PETERBURG at top, GOR.P.OTD. at foot, stars at sides. Imhof lists 
this for 1860 only. An elusive mark. 

GROUP C2 _: S. P .B. -Ln-oval _ "kU ler" _marks;_ undated 

TYPE C:2A Continuous outer oval, dotted inner· oval. Dobin and Imhof both quote 
1868-1870. Dobin says that there were several slightly different handstamps, 
which is confirmed by Artuchov's findings in ref.38. Reported on Russia No.1 
by Rachmanof (ref.9). Usually · in black, but Dobin says that red was· sometimes 
used on City letters. 

TYPE C2B Larger, no outer oval. Only one example noted in the West. See ref.38 
for discussion. 

GROUP_C3_:_6th_EkseedLtsLra_marks 

As mentioned above, Dobin states that cod_es 9,10 & 16 (all in · red) of 6 Eksped 
double circle, 3-line date marks, with hour below side code numbers arid 6 EK 
at foot, were used in the Central Otdyelenie during 1883-1885. Imhof lists 
these marks as Ekspeditsiya marks only and quoted 1883-1890, implying 
continued use . of red after reversion to normal 6 Eksped duties. He lists all 
three in red and code 16 also in black. It is worth reflecting on when this 
reversion became effective. For example, I have a postcard with despatch mark 
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'8' in circle (viz 8 Otdyel) with a red code 9 strike · of this type of mark 
dated 4 April 1886, thus seemingly an 1886 usage in the Central Otdyelenie (by 
this time renamed ETP), so all is I feel not yet clear. 

The ETP commenced operation on 1 January 1886, replacing the Central 
Otdyelenie, and the marks initially used there were similar to those in Group 1: 
TYPE C4.A Double circle, S.PETERBURG at top, (hour)GOR0DSK. POCHTA at foot, 
code no. at sides, 3-line date. 
Dobin quotes 1886-1891 for codes 1-9,11. He says that code 10 was not used for 
postmarking letters although there is at least one loose 1 kop 1883 issue 
stamp with an 1886 strike of code 10 without day or . month (and the Editor can 
show postal use of code 10 in 1886, see fig.20). Imhof· quotes all of codes 
1-11. all within the same timescale except that he records code 8 for up to 
1892 and - surprisingly in view of Dobin's remarks on this code - code 10 for 
1888 only. Usually in red or black. 

TYPE C4B Single circle successor to Type C4A. S.PETERBURG at top, 
GOROD(hour)POCHTA at foot, code number at sides, fractional date. 
Dobin quotes codes 13-19 for 1891-1894. Imhof quotes the same code numbers 
within the same timescale except that he states code 14 continued to be used 
to 1897, and he quotes 1897 only for code 19. It is tempting to assume a 
correlation between these code numbers and Otdyel numbers, but 19 is too high 
to be an 0tdyel in 1897 (and indeed is not known to me on any 0tdyel 
canceller) so this does not seem a valid proposition. 

GROUP_C5_:_brtdge_tipes;_1-ltne_date 

Dobin states that the various types of bridge mark came into concurrent use in 
the 1890's (and in Section A we saw that they were introduced in two Ekspeds 
by 1892), and again we have an array of bridge type marks with a great variety 
of designs and inscriptions. 

TYPE CS.A S.PETERBURG at top, EKSP.GOR.POCHT. at foot, star at left, hour at 
right, double-line segment outlines, neither meeting the horizontal bridge 
lines. · 
Dobin states that there were several such handstamps, varying from 26 to 28mm 
in diameter, for 1890-1896. Imhof quotes 1895-1899. 

TYPE CSB As Type CSA but vertical shading lines in segments, 25mm diameter. 
Dobin 1892-1893 and Imhof 1892-1895. Note that this Type is virtually 
contemporary with the similar Type A3A used in 1 & 5 Ekspeds. (see Section A). 

TYPE CSC As Type CSA but outer lines of segments join the central bridge 
lines. 
Dobin again says that there were several such handstamps, varying from 27 to 
28mm in diameter, for 1894-1899, whereas Imhof quotes 1893-1900. 

TYPE CSD As Type ·csA but unshaded single-line segments with code no. in lower 
segment. 
Dobin identifies C(?des 1-9 for 1900-1906 and says there were several different 
handstamps for each code. Imhof quotes the same code numbers, gives the 
diameter as 29mm, and quotes dates within the Dobin range. 
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TYPE CSE As Type CSB (vertically shaded segments) but with code no. at sides 
and hour at end of date. GORODSK.POCHT A. at foot. 
Dobin quotes codes 1-10 for 1904-1909, Imhof records codes 1-8 only and years 
(when given) in the range 1905-1907, but Hillesum (ref.31) adds code 9 for 
1912. 

TYPE CSF S.PETERBURG at top, Ts.O. at foot, code no. reading upwards at sides. 
Not in Dobin. I can record one example of code 5 (1904). Imhof records code 7 
for 1906 (which I can confirm) and code 11 (1904). Hillesum (ref .31) adds code 
12 (1904) which I have also seen. and code 14 (1905) of which I have 3 
examples. I can also add code 15 (1904). All in black. 

TYPE ~G S.PETERBURG to top, code no. at foot. Ts.O. at sides. no hour. shaded 
segments. 
Not in Dobin. Imhof records code 2 (1906-1909), code 3 (1908-1911) and code 4 
(1909-1911). I can add the missing · code 1 (1906 on a postcard and 1909 on a 
5-strip of 4 kop. stamps). 

TYPE CSH As Type CSD but code letter in lower segment, GOROD POCHTA at foot, 
hour after date. 
Not in Dobin. Imhof quotes dates in the range 1909-1914 for code letter •a•. 
'b', •v•, 'g', 'd', •e• • •r, 'k', 's', 'sh'. I can confirm only •a•, 'e', •r 
and 'k'. and add 'zh', 'z' and 'th', all for 1913. 

TYPE CSJ As Type CSH but code number in lower segment. 
Not in Dobin. Imhof quotes dates in the range 1913-1914 (1912 only for code 1) 
for code nos. 1-6,10,12-14. 

TYPE CSK S.PETERBURG at top, OTD.EKSP.GOR.P.O. at foot, unshaded segments. 
hour after date. 
Not iii Dobin. Imhof lists at 30mm diameter for 1913 and calls it' "Otdyel 
Ekspeditsiya Town Post". but his illustration clearly shows full stops after 
•p• and •o•, so if the •p• stands for POCHT A what does the •o• stand for ? 

TYPE C6A · This distinctive mark has three outer rings. external diameter 
28.5mm, and contains the inscription OTD./ EKSP.GOR./POCHTY in three lines. 
Dobin and Imhof both quote 1903-1904. 

These marks were introduced only very shortly before World War 1 and the 
associated change to 'Petrograd'. None is in Dobin. 

TYPE CIA S.PETERBURG at top. code no. at foot, nothing at sides. unshaded 
segments. 
Imhof records code 2 in 1905, black, and I can extend that to 1906. 

TYPE C1B S.PETERBURG at top, Ts.O. at foot. star at left. code letter at 
right. 
Imhof records codes •a•, 'b', •v• and 'g' for 1905-1908. All in black. 
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TYPE C7C S.PETERBURG at top. GOR.POCH. at foot. code letters at sides. 
vertically shaded segments. · 
Imhof says (giving no details) that code •a• exists. and gives 1913. 22.5mm 
diameter for code •b•. My two examples of the latter mark are both 1914. All 
black. 

TYPE C7D As Type C7 A but vertically shaded segments. 
Not in Imhof. I can record a ·single example. code 4. for 1914 In black. 

GROUP CB : machtne marks 

It is interesting to note that the first machines for applying postmarks in 
Russia were in Helslngfors and St.Petersburg ETP • . Dr. Wortman (ref .24) 
explained why he believed that they were Krag machines. introduced in 1906. 
Dobin does not extend his article to machine postmarks. but Imhof does. and 
gives the following Types : 

TYPE CSA 8 lines between bridge-type marks. S.PETERBURG at top. GORODSK.POCHT A 
at foot. code 8 at sides. hour after date. _ 
Imhof dates 1906-1907. black only. Dr. Wortman illustrates it as Fig.l on p.6 
of BJRP #56 illustrations. The Editor can add a 1908 red strike. 

TYPE CSB As Type CSA but no . lines between bridge-type marks. and no code 
numbers. . 
Imhof date 1907. -black and red. Dr. Wortman describes this . mark in red for 
1906. 

TYPE CSC As Type cse. but inscribed GOR.POCHTA at foot. The bridge-lines 
swiftly ero~ed away. 
Imhof dates 1908-1909. black .and red. I can add 1910 in black ·on an incoming 
letter from Borovlchi. Novgorod, 'while the Editor has a 1909 magenta strike. 

TYPE CSD As Type CSC but with complete bridge. 
Imhof dates 1909-1914. black. The Editor suspects early, undamaged strikes of 
Type CSC are responsible for the 1909 date ·and· prefers --1911-1914; 

TYPE CSE As Type CSD but hour omitted. Imhof dates 1913-1914, black. 
; ., 

Dr. Wortman comments on incorrect location of the Group CS marks on early mail. 
My examples of cse.csc are all inverted when the item is held so that the 
machine mark is near the top edge. whereas my examples of CSA.CSD read in the 
normal way when in that position. The location depends on the setting of the 
dies (upright or inverted) in the equipment and could possibly be . unique for 
any given Type. 

Summary 

From Table c. where all these Section C marks are summarised, the sequence of 
this remarkable variety of marks from this off ice becomes reasonably clear. 
although as with all surveys of this style there are tantalising gaps which it 
is hoped that readers. by checking their own holdings. will be able to fill. 
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Fig.19 Type C3 Use of red 6 ~sp. ~ 1 D mark by Central Dtdyelenie. 
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Fig.20 Type C4A The abnormal code 10 but 1111th bars for day and month. 
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Fig.21 Type C48 Code 18 
101111"1 Post Ekspat 
[Confil'llling usage of 
code marked'?' by 
Inh,f) 

Fig.23 Type CSH 

. ---

101111"1 Post Eksped 

Code 'Zh' 
[A new code 
for this Type) 

24 

Fig.22 Type C5G Code 1 
TDlll'I Post Eksped 
[A new code for this Type] 

Fig.24 Type CSH 
T0111n Post Eksped 
Code 2 
[A new code . 
for t!iis Type) 

Fig.25 Type C7D 
T011n Post Eksped 

. Code 4 
[A new Type) 
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SECTION D : OTDYEL (LATER PTK) MARKS 1880 ONWARDS 

GROUP Dl : double circle; 3-line date, OTDYEL/SPB GOROD 
GROUP D2 : single circle; 3-line date, OTDYEL/GOROD 
GROUP D3 : double circle; 3-line date, SPB/GOROD 
GROUP DS : single circle; fract. date, OTDYEL/SPB GOROD 
GROUP D6 : single circle; fract. date, SPB/GOROD 
GROUP D7: bridge type; 1-line date, various texts 
GROUP D8 : double circle; 3-line date, SPB/number 
GROUP D9: double circle; 1-line date. SPB/number 
GROUP DlO: bridge type; 1-line date, SPB/number 

at head/foot 
at head/foot 
at head/foot 
at head/foot 
at head/foot 

at head/foot 
at head/foot 
at head/foot 

Prior to the 'GODA' marks of 1876-1880 there were some rare marks which I 
shall exclude. I shall also exclude the 'GODA' marks and the 'geometric' 
numeral marks, these having ·been well covered by Wortman & Prilutski in ref.6. 
So this Section commences with the story as first dealt with over a decade ago 
by Peel (ref.17), and the developments in the intervening years. Apart from a 
few more examples, themselves always exciting, we have the breadth of data 
summarised by Imhof and the data in Dobin (ref.20). 

Peel listed 8 basic types of Otdyel marks prior to the introduction of the 
standardised double circle and bridge types in 1905, but in this Section I 
shall exclude those marks specifically inscribed 'Otdyelenie' as they have 
been treated in Section B, and must not be confused with true Otdyel marks. 
Thus Peel Type 4 is not in this Section. On the other hand, Peel Type 7 is 
split into three types depending on the inscription, matching Type breakdowns 
in other Sections. 

It is complimentary to Peel• s pioneering work to see that there are basically 
no new types to record now, although we do have even more minor variants as 
the Otdyels seemingly had freedom within some broadly-phrased definitions to 
choose their own postmark inscriptions (or the official who ordered new 
handstamps just worked irrationally!). I shall not detail all these minor 
variants, nor all the various codes, but deal rather -with the generalities of 
the Otdyel postmark types, which, ignoring the various abbreviations, can be 
classified as. follows : 

FORM AT TOP AT FOOT DATE TYPE PERIOD 

sln1Ie otdyel gorod 3-1 lne D2 82 - 06 
circle otdye 1 spb gorod f ract. DS 93 - 98 

spb go rod f ract. D6 93 - 06 

double otdye 1 spb gorod 3-1 ine Dl 72 - 05 
c I rcle spb gorod 3-1 ine D3 84 - 06 

spb (number) 3-1 ine D8 03 - 13 

brld1e otdye 1 not known 1-1 ine D7A Ox 
trpe spb go rod 1-1 ine D7B 03 - 06 

sob ot dye 1 1-1 ine D7C 04 

The Type designations are the same as those used by Peel except that the 
prefix 'D' has been introduced to conform with the notation in the rest of 
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this article, and that his Type 7 is subdivided into three Types. Ref .31 lists 
a 5 Otdyel mark of 1892 with GOR. om. which would be a wholly new type, but 
unfortunately it is not illustrated. 

The years in which the various Types were used, · gathered ' from refs. 17, 18, 20 
and 31, and from various collections are shown in Table D for each Otdyel. 
While more examples would obviously have helped one can detect : 

a. Only Type Dl is inherited from earlier years 
b. The 9 Otdyels for which the 'GODA' types were used were (apart from the odd 

1904 Otdyel 31 example of Type D2) the only Otdyels to use Types D1-3. 
c. Types D1-3 were not ordered successors to each other, although Type D3 is 

often the last of the three (were it not for Otdyel 9 this would be a 
stronger trend!) · 

d. Types D5-6 started in 1893 · and Type D6 is always later than Type D5 when 
both are recorded for an individual Otdyel. Perhaps this ls not surprising 
because the town name is much clearer in Type D6 than in Type D5. 

e. Types D5-6 progressively succeed Types D1-3 in Otdyels 1 to 9. 
f. Types D7-8 do not seem to occur earlier than • 1903, and can be regarded as 

leading to the. standardised 1905 types, D9-10. . 
g. !'lrt 7>7•'r, 1,lac T'tpcs l)S-61 occuv h., S'o~t otcl-,-,ls , .. H,~ I J-o CJ -r•"1"• cu 

as well as for some of the higher-numbered Otdyels. 
h. Type D8, unlike Types D1-7, continued in use at least to 1913 whereas none 

of the others seem .· to have been· used after 1906. This ls ' not surprising 
since Type D8 is very like one of the 1905 standardised types whereas none 
of the others at all resembles the 1905 types. 

Thus one establishes an overall pattern along the following lines : 

1872 - 1905 
1882 - 1906 

1893 - 1898 
1893 - 1906 
1903 - 1906 
1903 - 1913 

Type Dl for Otdyels 1 to 9 
Types D2 & D3 (often in that order) for Otdyels 1 to 9, being 
phased out from the mid 1890's 
Type D5 for Otdyels 12 to . 15 
Type D6 for a wide range of Otdyels 
·Types D7A-C 
Type D8 - the only one to survive after the introduction of the 
standard types 

But there are deviations. from the general pattern in individual Otdyels, eg. 
Otdyel 5 : Type D1, then D7, then D6, then· D3 
Otdyel 9 : Type D3, then D1, · then D2 '. · 1 : · •· · · •. ·· · 

and concurren\ use of different Types within in a , given ·- Otdyel is clearly 
possible - see Otdyels 4 & 9 - but there is as yet little evidence for it 
elsewhere. 

We need more data before being more . positive about sequencing. Also, one would 
like to know more of . the merging of · Otdyels with the Telegraph offices ·coobin 
in ref.20 gives some 'fascinating glimpse~) and of exactly how this influenced 
the handstamp types arid off ice numbering. Again, one would like to reconcile 

. . ' 
(i) "Otdyels with numbers greater than 17 never existed in the city" 

(ref .20 quoting ref.4) . · · 
(ii) Otdyel · marks with higher numbers existing from at least as early as 

1902 (Table D) 

One possiblllty is . that (i) refers to pre:.:merger rears,, and that the higher 
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numbers were allocated to merged Post/Telegraph offices. This view seems to be 
supported by another quote from ref.20: 

(iii) " •• (S.P.BURG/TELEGRAF GOROD XXXI) markings used by Telegraph Office 
no.XXXI. In addition, for cancelling stamps on letters removed from 
the postboxes in the district . of this office, two types of numeral 
cancellers were used ... Among the inventory of •.. the Receival- Delivery 
Department of the City Postal-Telegraph Office no.:XXXI as of 
September 1900 ... " 

which implies that we have to consider the distinction between Gored marks and 
(standardised types) PTK marks for St.Petersburg. According to ref.20, the 
Post Otdyels ceased in 1903 and became Otdyelenies (the Otdyel handstamps 
being handed over to the Otdyelenies of the corresponding number on 1 May 
1903), the ones which changed hands then being I to IX inclusive, and XVII. In 
1907 there were (ref.20 again) 40 offices (16 of which remained under City 
Telegraph control until transferred to the Postal Director in 1908), so it 
seems as if we have the marks of 13 offices still to find, since Table D 
shows the marks of only 27 offices. The standardised 1905 types are known for 
50 different office numbers, so we can only presume that further offices were 
provided with handstamps after the standardised types were introduced. No-one 
has yet . attempted to list earliest known dates for individual offices using 
the standardised types, as far as I know, so we currently have little chance 
of identifying which offices were added when. Imhof states that in 1908 there 
were 58 offices (4 postal, 39 post-telegraph, 15 telegraph) and that in 1914 
this total had risen to 66 (which includes those numbers for which he records 
no handstamps). 

The standardised types are well covered by Peel in ref.17, as well as by Imhof 
in ref.18, so I will add only the following observations : 

a. The type references used by Peel and Imhof relate as follows 

DESIGN 

Segment shading 
Peel Type 
Imhof Type 
Imhof Code 

double circle 

no 
9 
D 
1.12.4 

yes 
9F 
C 
1.12.3 

bridge type 

no 
10 
B 
1.12.2 

yes 
lOF 
A 
1.12.1 

I will add the prefix 'D' to the Peel Type references, as before 
codes have an additional digit for different code letters. 

the Imhof 

b. Imhof quotes office numbers from 1 to 66, with no marks recorded for 19 of 
those. I can now record 16 and 60 and the new high number of 70, while 
Hillesum (ref .31) confirms 16(DC) and adds 18(BT), 31(DC & BT), 48(BT), 63(DC) 
and another high number 69(DC), leaving the following offices still 
unrecorded: 
19,26,30,35,36,40,42,43,45,50,55,59,62,67,68 (and 71+ ?) 
which leaves unresolved the question of how many of these actually used 
handstamps! 
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RCEMIPHLlfi IlO'lTOBLifi C0I03'J,: POCCHI. 
UNION POST.ALR UNIVEHSBIJ;Y.J. nussrn. 

OTitPiil'l'OE IDICbl\10. - CAR'l'E POST.AL 

Fig.26 Type D1 Rare 2-.0tdyel, recorded by Peel in ~ 53. 
[Type not recorded by Inflof for this Otdyel] 

Fig.21 
Type DB 
Rare 11 th T 01111 Post 

_ Code 1 
[A nai, code 
for this Type] 

Fig.28 
Type DB 
12th T01111 Post 
Code 1 
[A 1"18111 Type for 
this otdyel] 

Fig.29 
Type DB 
14th TOllll"I Post 
Code 2 
(violet) 
[A nai, code and 
colour for this 
otdyel] 
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SECTION E : TELEGRAPH OFFICE MARKS 

GROUP El : single circle; 3-line date (original marks) 
GROUP E2 : single circle; 3-line date (later additions) 
GROUP E3 : single circle; fractional date 
GROUP E4: double circle; 3-line or fractional date 
GROUP ES: bridge types; I-line date 
GROUP E6: single circle; 3-line date (reintroduction, 1904?) 

There are three main sources of information on the St.Petersburg Telegraph 
marks : Dobin (ref.20) who gives details of the development of these marks and 
of the administrative background, Imhof (ref.IS) who lists the marks known 
from his survey, and Wortman (ref.IS) who gives a general review of the role 
of the Telegraph offices and their embodiment into the postal system, and 
gives the addresses of those off ices which were listed in 1892. 

By comparing these three main sources, and adding information from some other 
collections, including my own, the general picture becomes clearer, although 
the difficulty of finding many examples of these marks makes it inevitable 
that there are details not yet understood. 
The marks fall into 6 main groups, and are as varied as the Otdyel marks of 
Section D then concurrently in use. '(R)' denotes the place of the Station 
number when in Roman numerals, and '(N)' when in Arabic numbers. 

Dobin states that the receipt of registered mail and wrappers at the Main 
Telegraph Station No. I and at Telegraph Stations 3, 17, 25, 29 and 37 started 
1 March 1886 from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m: (on holidays from 12 noon to 9 p.m.). 
Registered mail was received from 1 May 1886 at Stations 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 
13, 16, 29, 22, 27, 28, 32, 33 and 34, and from 1 August 1886 at Stations 2, 
7, 11, 24 and 31. This is a total of 26 stations receiving mail with, he says, 
11 Stations (l0,14,15,18,19,23,26,30,35,36,38) not doing so at that time, but 
he omits mention of Station 21, which was therefore perhaps not apen at all in 
1886, or at least not to the public - see below. The marks introduced then 
were of four.types: 

TYPE ElA GLAVNAYA· at top, S.-P.B.TELEGRAF.STANTS. at foot, stars at sides. Year 
in mtddle line - a useful recognition feature for partial strikes. For use in 
Main Station only. 
Dobin quotes 1887-1893 whereas Imhof only quotes 1887-1889, years which I can 
confirm from my collection. Dobin also says that an 1886 document in the 
records has an imprint of a similar mark (but SPB at end of line at foot) but 
he doubts whether it was ever used postally, so I do not give it a separate 
Type number. 

TYPE ElB As Type ElA bu~ TE LEG RAF at top, V SPB (R) at foot. For the general 
run of Telegraph Stations. · 
Dobin quotes 1887-1896 and stations as follows : 32 (also Imhof, Wortman and 
self), 8, 20, 34 (also Imhof and self), 7, 17, 22 (also Imhof) and 28 (also 
self). Imhof further quotes 23, 38 (neither were in the Dobin 1886 list), and 
I can add 5, 6 and 11 : a total of 13 Stations so far. All dates are within 
the Dobin range except that Imhof does record 8 for 1886 (the first possible 
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year for Telegraph Station marks!). Possibly the least uncommon Telegraph 
marks. 

TYPE EiC S.P.BURG at top, GOR.TEL.ST.NA KRESTOV.OSTR. at foot, code no. at 
sides. Wortman (ref.IS) first described this mark (code 1). Dobin and Imhof 
include it (code 2) and Dobin explains that this Station on -Krestov Island was 
actually Station 39, although Wortman's slightly later · 1892 source quotes 39 
as being in the Warsaw Railway Station of St.Petersburg. All recorded examples 
of Type ElC are 1888 although Dobin states that the Station was · actually 
opened in 1886 (and could immediately handle all classes of mail). A rare 
mark. Ref.31 is the only source for later marks (Type E3F) from this Station. 

TYPE EID V.ADMIRALT .SLOBOD at top, GOROD.P.O.t TELEGRAF at foot, code 1 at 
sides. Wortman recorded a 28 January 1886 strike of this rare mark in ref .36, 
but this office is not an address recognisable from his ref .15 list. 

GROUP_E2 __ :_stnsle_ctrcle;_3-ltne_date_(later addtttons) 

Dobin states that complete postal services began in 1886-1887 at Stations 7, 
16, 17 and 31 (all of these already in the Group 1 list for receiving 
registered mail) and in 1890-1891 at Stations 2, 9, 37 (also in Group 1 list) 
and 30 (not listed before). The Roman · numerals continued to be used for 
Telegraph Stations though from -1 September 1889 (ref.20) they were renamed as 
Offices. The following marks were introduced around this time and all are 
relatively rare : 

TYPE E2A S.P.BURG at top, TE LEG RAF GO ROD (R) at foot, code no. at sides. 
Dobin quotes it only for Office 31 code 1 and gives 1888-1893. Wortman also 
illustrates it for 1887. Interestingly, Dobin associates this mark with the 
two styles of "XXXI" in circle (see Wortman & Prilutski, ref .6) which he 
emphasizes are NOT Otdyel marks. See also Type E6B. 

TYPE E2B As -Type E2A but stars at sides. GORODSK instead of GO ROD. 
Not in Dobin or Imhof, I have seen an example for Office 11 in 1890. 

TYPE E2C As Type E2A but TELEGRAF at top, G(JRODSKAYA (If) ~t foot. 
Dobin has it only for Office 16 in 1889-1902 : with ,~ codes 1 & 2, . the latter 
being a smaller mark. Not in Imhof. 

TYPE E2D Included -only tentatively from a partial strike with TELEGRAF (N) at 
foot, and tall letters for the month with surprisingly small letters for the 
year (1894) in the date. Unfortunately the top (which presumably identified 
the town) is missing. · The Office number is 23. If not St.P.B. then Moscow is 
the likeliest town, and indeed Wortman records a mark of this style for 
Moscow. 

Before proceeding with Group E3 (1894 onwards) we should recall that Wortman's 
1892 list says that Stations 19 and 21 were not open to the public, and that 
Stations 10, 18 an4 35 were only open in the Summer. 
For later single circle marks see Group E6 below. 

GROUP_E3 _:_stngle_ctrcle;_fracttonal date 

This change to a fractional date seems to have come about at St,Petersburg 
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Telegraph Offices a few years later than at many normal post offices, and 
resulted in the introduction of the following Types : 

TYPE EJA GLAVNAYA at top, TELEGR.KONTORA at foot, code 1 at sides. 
Dobin states that this Type was used on registered mail and mentions only code 
1 for 1894. I have seen 1892 on cover but my examples are 1896-1897, the 
latter being Imhof's date. Presumably an overlapping successor to Type ElA. 

TYPE E3B S.PETERBURG at top, GLAVNAYA TE .... at foot, code 2 at sides. 
Not mentioned by Dobin or Imhof, I have one partial strike. The year is 
unfortunately missing but I presume it was concurrent with Type E3A. 

TYPE EJC S.PETERBURG at top, (N)ya GOR.TEL.KONT. at foot, code nos. at sides. 
Dobin mentions this Type for Office 9 and illustrates code 1 for 1896. Not 
seen by Imhof or self. Also, Imhof lists for Off ice 37, code 1 in 1895 which 
our Editor extends to 1898, and code 3 in 1901. Not recorded for any other 
Office. An elusive Type. 

TYPE E3D As Type E3C but S.P.BURG at top (R)ya GOR.TEL.KONT. at foot. 
Dobin states used in Office 2 (26.5mm), 4, 12, 13, 17, 20 and 24 (23.5mm) for 
1896-1903. Imhof confirms 4 code 1 (1896) and I can confirm 2 and 12, both 
code 1. I can also ct.dd 34 code 1 (1899) which makes me wonder if Dobin's 24 
should be 34 (an easy mistake with Roman numerals!). In the George Miskin 
collection there is a 1900 registered cover with 8, which is interesting not 
only because it adds another Office number for this Type but also because the 
Z-type registration label reads "8-ya KONTORA", confirming the development 
from exclusive Telegraph status by this time. Generally Type E3D seems to 
follow Type ElB. 

TYPE E3E As Type E3D but S.PETERBURG at top. 
Not in Dobin or Imhof. I can record only two examples 8 (1902 in violet) and 
11 (1898), both code 1. Apparently another elusive Type. 

TYPE E3F As Type E3C but S.PETERBURG at top, GOR.TELEGR. KONT.NO (R) at foot. 
Dobin quotes use in Offices 16, 20 (24mm) and 31 (29mm). His illustration for 
the first two is 16 code 1 in 1902, and he gives 1900-1902 as the period of 
use for the 31 mark. Imhof lists 20 in 1902 and adds 34, 37 (both code 1, 
1901). I have Dobin's 31 (but code 2 in 1904) and can add 29 (1899, so far the 
earliest date for this Type) and another 34 (but in 1903), both code 1, also 
another 37 (1901) with unknown code. Ref.31 adds 10 code 1 in 1901 and 39, 
code 1 in 1903 and code 3 in 1900. 

These marks were little used in the Telegraph Offices and I have only 3 Types 
to record, all around the turn of the Century. All are relatively rare. 

TYPE E4A S.PETERBURG at top, (R)e GOR.TEL.KONT. at foot, code nos. at sides, 
fractional date. A double circle version of Type E3E and virtually concurrent 
with it. 
Not mentioned by Dobin, but Imhof records use in Office 11 (1899), code 1, 
which I can confirm as far as the decade goes. If it is a successor to Type 
E3E then it could not have been introduced before 1898. Not known for any 
other Office. 
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TYPE E4B S.PETERBURG at top. (N)e GOR.TEL.KONT. at foot. 4-dot diamond at 
sides. 3-lirie date. 
Not in Dobin or Imhof. the only example I can record is Office 29 dated 14 
december 1901 in the G.Miskin collection. As this is later than the usage 
known for Type E4A I have called it E4B. but with its 3-line date it may be of 
earlier origin. 

TYPE E4C S.PETERBURG at top. TELEGR (N) at foot. star/letter at sides. 1-line 
date between bars. 
Not mentioned by Dobin. recorded by Imhof for Offices 22 and 25. both code "b" 
and 1904. the latter in violet. Ref.31 illustrates a fine registered cover 
from Office 35 (the registration label confirming the Office number). code 
"b". 1904. 

Early in the 1900"s bridge type marks were introduced but again the range of 
Types is limited and examples are difficult to find. 

TYPE ESA S.PETERBURG at top. (N)ya TEL.KONT. at foot. stars at sides. 
Recorded by Dobin for 1903 in Office 29. for which Imhof records it in 
1901-1903. 

TYPE ESB As Type ESA but 4-dot diamond at sides. 
Not in Dobin. Imhof records this mark for Office 20 in 1902. 

TYPE ESC As Type ESA but no •ya' after "(N)". At the sides maybe a star at 
left and 2D at right. but the only strike known to me (Office 7 in 1901 in 
violet) is unclear and I hope that a reader can elucidate. Not in Dobin or 
Imhof. 

GROUP E6 __ : sLngle_cLrcle;_3-1Lne date_(reLntroductLon,_1904?) 

Dobin states that the City Telegraph Offices becam(! part of the Post Telegraph 
Otdyelenies in August 1903. although he also states that · administrative 
merging of 5 Offices had begun as early as 1897; renumbering was also 
involved. As will be seen from the dates quoted for Groups El-ES. nearly all 
marks inscribed "Telegraph" disappeared in 1903, with only a few lasting into 
1904. Dobin mentions as special cases a 1904 postcard with an Office 17 marks. 
and a very late 1908 letter with an Office 29 mark. It is therefore surprising 
that the single circle marks were extended by two elusive Types only known 
used in 1904 : 

~ 

TYPE E6A S.P.BURG at top. TELEGR.GORODSK.(R) at foot. code nos. at sides. 
Dobin records this Type only for Office 17 with code 1 (26mm) and code 2 
(23mm) but does not quote a period of usage. Apart from the late date this 
could be regarded as a member of Group E2. 

TYPE E6B As Type E6A but ... GOROD(R) at foot. 
Not in Dobin or Imhof. I can record a partial strike for Office 31 code 1 in 
1904. It is of course possible that this is Type E2A. but if so. that is 11 
years after all other recorded usages. which seems rather unlikely. 
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Summary 

I have in' Table E merely summarised the broad trends, · as full tabulation would 
take up too much space · and at the present state of knowledge seems ' 
unjustifiable. For individual Stations/Off ices one can extract known Types and 
generali.sed usage dates from the above text. Nevertheless. as for the Section 
4 Otdyel marks, we can : 

a. see a pattern of sequential use of marks, eg. . 
11 ElB (1887-1896), then E3E (1898), then E4A (1899) 
17 ElB (1886-1896), then E3D (1896-1903), then E6A (1904) 
29 E3F · U899-1901), then E4B (1901), then ESA (1901-1903) 
31 E2A (1888-1893), then E3F (1899-1903), then E6B or E2A (1904) 

b. also see that in some Offices more than one handstamp Type seems to have 
been in use at one time. eg. 

1 · : ElA (1887-1893}- alongside E3A (1892-1897) 
16 : E2B (1889-1902) alongside E3F (1899-1903) 

c. also sometimes see a more complex pattern of sequencing and overlapping, eg 
20 ElB (1887-1896), then E3D (1896-1903) alongside E3F & ESA (1902) 
34 : ElB (1887-1896), then E3D (1896-1903) alongside E3F (1899-1903) 

But it is comforting to see that as many as 27 of the 39 Telegraph 
Stations/Off ices now have at least : 1, and sometimes several marks recorded 
for them. Also that, of the 12 still unaccounted for, all 5 of the Wortman 
1892 list of 'no or restricted opening' are included. This leaves possibly as 
few as only another 7 to discover (if ·they exist!). 
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34 

Fig.JO Type E1B 6th Telegraph Office [A ne111 office for this Type] 

\ 

Fig.31 Type E3B 
Tel Glavnaya Code 2 
[A new Type] 

Fig.32 Type ESC 7th Telegraph Office [A new Type] 
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SECTION F : RAILWAY STATION MARKS 

GROUP FI : rectangular; framed 
GROUP F2: hexagon of dots (points at top) 
GROUP F3: single circle: 3-llne date, no code numbers 
GROUP F4: single circle; 3-llne date, with code numbers 
GROUP FS : single circle; fractional date 
GROUP F6 : oval VOKZAL marks; 1-llne date 
GROUP F7 : double circle, 'MSK' at foot (allocation uncertain) 

The purpose of this Section is to re-examine the question of. the number of 
railway stations in St.Petersburg, · and to categorise the postmarks of the 
postal f acllities at those stations. 
From the following five references the nature of the problem over the railway 
stations will be seen (neither of the Russian railway publications refs.2 & 14 
deals extensively with the specific railway stations within St.Petersburg) : 

Maps Lists 

Name Harms worth Baedeker Yonge Imhof Kossoy 
ref.1 ref .3• ref .19 ref .18 ref.29 

Bal tl c Yes Yes Yes Yes 1903 on 
Warsaw d Yes Yes 

! 

Yes Yes by 1891 
Vitebsk Yes Yes Yes Yes 1903 one 
Ni kol aev Yes Yes Yes Yes by 1891 
Okhta e Yes Yes Yes No No 
Finland Yes Yeg Yes No Yes 
Ses troryetsk Yes No No No No 

Notes : 

-

a. Kethro (ref.8) lists these same 7 stations but (from internal 
evidence as well as my recollections of him submitting the article) 
his source ls certainly also ref.3. 
b. The map of St.Petersburg in ref.3 just includes the position of 
this station (North Bank of Great Neva, opposite Kameny Island) but 
does not mark the station itself. 
c. Ref .29 appears to list 3 stations under '1903 on•. but actually 
only lists 2 because this one occurs twice, under different names. 
d. Formerly the Tsarskoe Selo Station 
e. Also known as the Irinovka Station. 

Thus the total of 7 stations is confirmed for late Imperial days, all _of these 
except Okhta and Sestroryetsk stations known to have postal cancellations, but 
a check on a range of atlases confirms Yonge in that the Sestroryetsk station 
was at some date closed (perhaps between the dates of refs. 1 and 3), the 
Sestroryetsk line becoming a branch of the Finland line' running out of the 
Finland station. The lines out of these 7 stations, treating them 
anticlockwise in the City) were as follows : 

1. Baltic Station 
1.1 In ref.2 (1912) the route of the main line for long distance trains was to 
Ligovo, then Gatchina (Warsaw station), then Gatchina (Baltic station). then 
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West to Revel. etc. In ref.14 (1968) the line from Llgovo appears to go 
directly to Gatchina•s Tov.Balt. station. thence onwards. as it does in ref.19 
(1976). so maybe Gatchlna•s Warsaw station is no more. 
J.2 In ref.2 there ls also a suburban line via Llgovo and Petergof to 
Oranienbaum. 

2. Warsaw Station 
2.J The only line (out via the Aeroport Station according to ref.19) goes via 
Gatchina (Warsaw station according to refs.14 & 19). then via Luga. Pskov and 
Vlloa to Warsaw. 

3. Tsarskoe Selo Clater Vltebsk) Station 
3.J The first line was of course to Tsarskoe Selo. soon extended to Pavlovsk. 
It was 6• gauge but converted in 1902 to the Russian Standard s•. It was later 
extended far to the South. which involved a new station at Pavlovsk. In ref.2 
the suburban trains went first via Tsarskoe Selo to the old station. then to 
the new Pavlovsk station. then South for 37 versts. whereas the main line 
skipped the old station and went directly to Vltebsk and the South. The old 
section of line to the old Pavlovsk station is marked on ref.19 as abandoned. 
32 There was at one time a link line going West before Tsarskoe Selo was 
reached. allowing trains in both directions on to the line out of Warsaw 
station. It is shown in ref.3. although not by Westwood (ref.12). and seems to 
have been abandoned before 1912 as it is not in ref.2. Yonge marks it as 
abandoned on his 1973 map (ref.19). · 
3.3 Just South of Pavlovsk. a branch line to Novgorod was constructed after 
the 1912 Timetable (ref.2) was published. Yonge dates it as 1926. it ls in 
both refs.14 & 19. 

4. Nlkolaev Clater Oktober. now Moscow) Station 
4.J This station was of course the St.Petersburg terminus of the line to 
Moscow. · 
42 The line to Vologda joined the Nikolaev railway in the St.Petersburg 
suburbs and later connected further North to Murmansk and to Arkhangelsk. 

5. Okhta Clater lrlnovka) Station 
5.J Narrow gauge suburban station. one line running via Melniehll Ruchei to 
Sheremetevka (Shlisselburg); in refs.14 & 19 the terminus is named Nevskaya 
Dubrovka. 
52 The other line branches off at Melnichll Ruchei. going to Borisova Griva; 
in refs.14 & 19 the terminus ls named Lake Ladoga. 

6. Finland Station 
6.J The main line to Finland runs via Lanskaya. Raivola and Terioka. 
62 For later developments. see 7.1 and 7.2. 

7. Sestroryetsk Station 
7.J A suburban line originally ran from this station along the North bank of 
the Gulf of Finland. It was at some stage linked to the 6.1 line at Lanskaya. 
running through Razdyeinaya to Sestroryetsk and Sestroryetsk Kurort. and the 
Sestroryetsk station then closed. (in ref.2 the map does not show the last 
section to S. Kurort although train times are quoted. ref.3 says that S. 
Kurort was only just laid out in 1900. so the extension was presumably just 
completed when ref.2 was sent to the printers and the map not updated in 
time) In refs.14 & 19 Razdyeinaya station ls renamed Llsll Nos, and the line 
extended to rejoin 6.1 at Beloostrov. formerly Byeloostrov. 
7 2 Ref. 2 shows a branch line from Razdyelnaya to the original Lisii Nos 
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station, whence · a ferry ran to ' Kronshtadt. Not in ref.14, this branch line is 
marked as abandoned in ref.19. · 

. .. \ 

It is worth noting that these 7 termini are not 1 .well connected, although there 
is a line running from the 6.·1 line around the city which, 'with much shunting " 
and direction reversal, would permit trains to move between some of the 
termini, so we can surely eliminate any concept · of trains · or TPO's · running 
'through' St.Petersburg. 

Turning now to the postmarks, Imhof's major work (ref.18) on the St.Petersburg 
marks records marks for stations 1 to 4 above, but not for stations 5 to 7. 
Whilst there seem to be no recorded marks for stations 5 to 7, Dr.Kossoy · in 
ref.29 does record items inscribed 'S.PETERBURG FINSKII VOKZAL'. As he does 
not describe them in detail I am unable to include them in the classification 
below, although I suspect from -the wording that they might be oval. · However, 
they were surely so marked at station 6 and not, as he suggests, at station 1. 
If one wonders why station . 6 marks are so · elusive, Dobin provides a clue in 
ref.20 when, . describing , an 1897 cover, he states that 7 Otdyel was located 
'across from the (Finland) railway station'. This was previously 9 Otdyel 
according to the 1892 list quoted by Wortman. There being an Otdyel so close 
to the Finland station, it seems _ possible that postal facilities were not 
provided WITHIN the station until fairly late. 

The types , of ·cancellations recorded by Imhof, plus a few other itf'mc: from 
other collections including my own, can be summarised as follows : 

. GROUP _FZ __ : _rectaniular, _framed 

TYPE FIA Nikolaev Station 1855-1858 : S.P.B.St.Zh.D. over 1-lirie date. 

GROUP_F2_ ·:_hexa8on_of_dots_(eoints_at_toe) 

This was the first cancellation to be applied to adhesives at a St.Petersburg 
railway station. 

I 

TYPE F2A '1' allocated to Nikolaev Station (Wortman in ref.10 - states that 
there were at least 2 handstamps), '11' to .Warsaw Station, · 1858-1863. Note : 
some other authorities regard '11' as a TPO mark on the St.Petersburg/Warsaw 
railway, eg. Wortman (ref.10), the Cercle France/URS$ catalogue (ref.13) and 
Bojanowicz (ref.25). 

GROUP_F3 __ :_sin8le_circle;_3-line_date,_no_code_numbers 

TYPE F3A NIKOLAEVSKOI Zh.D. at top, S.PETERBURG at foot, stars at sides. For 
Warsaw Station, the top reads S.P.B. VARSHAVSK.Zh.D. Both marks 1860-1866. 

TYPE F3B S.PETERBURG at top, NIKOL.Zh.D •.. at foot, blank at sides, 1872-1898 (a 
surprisingly long period). For Warsaw Station, the foot reads VARSH.Zh.D., 
1867-1875 . . Note : as Imhof · records nothing for . Nikolaev Station in the period 
1867-1871, it is possible that Type FJB started in 1867 at that station, as it 
did at the Warsaw Station. 
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TYPE F3C S.P.BURGSK.P.O. at top, S.P.BURGO-VARSHAVSK Zh.D. at foot, stars at 
sides, 1874-1876. 

TYPE F3D As Type F3B but with NIKOL(II) ... at foot on a partial st_rike of 
1901. The top. is missing but it is presumably either St.Petersburg or Moscow. 
Positive identification of this mark would help, can anyone help? I have not 
seen this style for Moscow, hence the tentative allocation here. 

TYPE F3E As Type F3B but VARSH(II)ZHEL.D. at foot and two '4-arrowhead' 
diamond at the sides. Mr. Violet has this dated . 26 August 1893 as a transit 
mark on a card from Bogoroditsk,. Tula Gub. to Clifton, Bristol, UK. By 
analogy, it may support the view that Type F3D is a St.Petersburg mark. 

TYPE F4A S.PETERBURG at top, P.P.S.P.B.-VARSHAV.Zh.D. at foot, numbers at 
sides. Imhof records only no.I for 1882. I have not seen this mark and wonder 
if it is not an error for Type F4B? 

TYPE F4B As Type F4A but 'P.O.', not 'P.P.' at foot. Not in Imhof. I have no.l 
in 187x, and no.2 on cover in 1877 and as a loose strike in 1878. 

TYPE F4C As Types F4A,F4B but neither 'P.O.' nor 'P.P.' before 'S.P.B .... ' at 
foot. Not in Imhof. The only example I can record is no.2 on an 1878 cover in 
the G.Miskin collection. 

TYPE F4D S.P.B.P.O. at top, S.P.BURGO-V ARSHAVSK Zh.D. at foot, numbers at 
sides. Imhof has '?' for nos.1,2, 1879-1884 for no.3 and 1879 for no.4. Maybe 
codes 1 and 2 do not exist for this Type bec8:use . they exist as Types F4A/B/C. 

TYPE F4E S.PETERBURG at top, NIKOL.Zh.D. at foot, 4-dot diamond at sides, and 
'Roman number:day' in top line of date. Imhof records I for 1884-1891 and II 
for 1889. Dr. Crabtree has an · 1889 cover confirming II but seemingly with one 
large solid diamond at each side, so one wonders if Type F4E II marks are 
always like that. 

TYPE F4F S.P.BURG P.O. at top, V ARSHAVSK.Zh.D. at foot, numbers at sides. 
Imhof records no.2 for ,. 1885-1897, but no.I only for 1890,· which I can extend 
to 1893. For Baltic Station·, read BALTI ISK.Zh.D. at foot, Imhof records no.1 
for 1885. 

TYPE F4G S.PETERBURGSK P.O. at top, TSARSKOSEL.Zh.D. at foot, number at sides. 
Although Imhof recorded no marks with the original Tsarskoe Selo Station name, 
I can now record 2 examples of such a mark. Mr.J.V. Woollam has a magnificent 
1877 cover with code 1 as a despatch mark (via SPB 1 and 7 Ekspeds to London), 
and I have a loose 5 kop. hor. laid struck with this mark in the 1880's, 
possibly 1885 or 1886. 

TYPE FSA S.PETERBURG at top, VARSH(roman no.) ZHEL.D. at foot, numbers at 
sides. 
Roman I : Imhof records code 1 for 1899, ? for code 2. 
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Roman II: Imhof records code 1 for 1899-1902, code 2 for 1900-1904. 
Presumably a successor to Type F3E. ,.~ ., . 
A similar .. type but • BALT' instead of 'V ARSH' at foot is recorded for the 
Baltic Station : 
I : Iinhof has ? for code ·1. I. can record · a 1904 strike. 
II: Imhof records code 1 for 1910. 
Thus it seems that codes 1 and 2 were issued for both I and II in the larger 
Warsaw Station, but only code 1 for I and II in the smaller Baltic Station 
office. I have no information about the meaning of the 'I' and 'II'. Can a 
reader help? · 

TYPE FSB As Type FSA but 4-arrowhead diamonds instead of numbers at the sides, 
and 'NIKOL' instead of 'VARSH'. Imhof records I for 1901 and II for 1901-1903. 
Mr. Violet has II as a 31 -december .1904 despatch mark on . a card to Austria. 
Unless this is a last day use;-- the mark should also exist for at least . 1905. 
Presumably a successor to Type F3D. 

TYPE FSC As Type FSB but no Roman number and P.O.NIKOL.Zh~D. at foot. Imhof 
records this mark only for 1902. · 

TYPE FSD As- Type FSA (Warsaw Station) but · large solid diamond at each side. 
Not in Imhof, Dr.Crabtree has a 1903 strike. The Roman number is not clear, 
but 'II' ls more likely than 'I'. 

GROUP. F6 ': oval VOKZAL marks; 1-ltne date ------------------------ ~ -----------------
TYPE F6A With stars at both sides, S.P.BURG at top, NIKOL. (Roman no.)VOKZ. at 
foot. Imhof records I for 1907 and II for 1907-1910. 

TYPE F6B With letters at both sides, S.PETERBURG at top, NIKOL.VOKZ. at ,foot. 
Imhof records 'a'(l909-1913) and 'b' (1913, which I can extend to 1910-1913). 
I can also add 'G' for 1913, and this 'G' mark was perhaps succeeded by the 
'g' mark of Type F6D below. Imhof also records 'a' (1908-1915) for Vitebsk 
Station, with VITEB.VOKZ. at foot. Rev. L. Tann in ref.32 lllustrates a cover 
with a 1913 strike of 'a' with BALT.VOKZ. at foot. 

TYPE F6C As Type F6B but NIKOLAEVSKII VOKZ. at foot. Imhof records 'g' (1913, 
which I can extend to 1914) and 'zh' (1914). Ref .31 adds 'D' or 'd', 1913. 

TYPE F6D With star at left, letter at right. S.P.BURG at top, VARSH.VOKZ. at 
foot. Imhof records 'a' (1913) and 'b' (1911-1913), plus a similar type with 
VECH.-VARSH.VOKZ. at foot, serials 'v' (1913) and 'g' (1910-1913). Ref.31 
shows a similar mark but VITEB.VOKZ. at foot, code 'a' (1910). 

Note : partial strikes are worth noting when they indicate that additional 
marks exist even though they can not yet be fully ldentif led. I have 2 such : 
(a) BALT.VOKZ. at foot, code 'b' (1913), Type F6B or F6D ? 
(b) S.PETERBURG at top, VITEB.VOKZ. at foot on a 5 kop. 1902 issue, but year 
and sides are missing, so is it Type F6B, the ref.31 F6D or an as yet 
unrecognised variant of Type F6A? 

GROUP_F7 _:_double_ctrcle,_'MSK'_a£_foot_(allocatton_uncertatn) 

TYPE F7A S.PETERBURG at top, MSK at foot, vertical lines In segments, code 1 
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at sides. Imhof records this for 1907-1910, wlucb I can extend to 1912, and he 
allocates it as a •eentral Office• mark. In spite of the original thought that 
this was a station mark (ref.16), we have no evidence of sorting or 
receipt-marking from an incoming train at the Nlkolaev Station, so I agree 
with Herr Imhof that this ls not a station mark. Nevertheless I feel it is 
useful to have this mark within Section F. 

Note J: Telegraph stations/Of flees at St.Peterburg termlnl 
The marks of these off ices were dealt with in Section E, but lt ls relevant to 
note that Wortman (ref.15) locates the following Telegraph Stations in 
St.Petersburg termini in 1892 : 

Terminus 
Telegraph Station 

:Baltic 
:14 

Warsaw Tsarsk.S. Nlkolaev Finland 
39 1s · 38 26 

The lack of telegraph facilities at Okhta and Sestroryetsk stations matches 
the . apparent lack of postal facilities there. The presence of a telegraph 
facility at Finland station does not imply that there also had to be a postal 
facility at that time, although it possibly provided a postal service outside 
the opening hours of the nearby Otdyel, even though the data in Section E do 
not indicate that Station 26 was ever permitted to do this. 

Note 2 
Readers may have expected to find some comments in this Section on the 'POEZD' 
and other marks associated with the local/suburban railways of St.Petersburg. 
They have been excluded as they will be the subject of a separate, 
future article. 
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Fig.33 Type F48 
Code 1 
'P.O ••• • 

[Not in Inhofl he 
describes a similar 
mark with 'P.P ••• ', 
not 'P.O ••• ', at foot] 

.. 

Fig.34 Type F48 
Code 2 
[A new code 
for this Type] 

. . ::;;,~~10 .· . 
Fig.JS Type F4G Tsarskoe _Selo Station, coll. J.V. Woollani. 

[Extending beyond Inhof 1901-03 usage period] 

·• ;,11tfcm -on'lrota wuumnu 

---~...a.._....:._-..:.::s•·•·•· ...... ..... ... .... .......... .... . . 

Fig.36 Type FSB Nikol Zh.D. [A new Type] 
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Fig.37 Type F3E VARSH Zh.D. [A new Type] 
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SECTION G : OTI-ER Sr .PETERSBURG MARKS 

GROUP Gl : late pre-adhesive marks 
GROUP G2: town number in circle of dots 
GROUP G3 : state offices 
GROUP G4 : temporary post offices 

In addition to the main groups of marks covered by the previous Sections. 
there are. as is virtually inevitable for any large city. several marks which 
do not fit into any major group. so this Section deals with the miscellany of 
the other St. Petersburg marks. As in the other Sections. marks of the 
pre-adhesive period are excluded. 

TYPE GIA Diamond containing Year/St.PETERSBOURG/month/day. This ls an elusive 
mark noted by Imhof for 1854-1859 in black. used on foreign mail. Imhof states 
that lt was used in the Ship Mail office of St.Petersburg. which is in accord 
with known covers on which it seems to be a mark from a "frontier station" 
office. It bears a striking likeness to the commoner black (or. more rarely. 
blue) diamond mark used in the Odessa Frontier Off ice. and to the rarer Moscow 
red diamond. 

TYPE GIB Framed rectangle with S.P.BURG at top and date below. Imhof records 
it for 1855-1859. 

Number 1 in a circle of dots was allocated to St.Petersburg. and it is well 
known (refs.10.11) that it exists in 3 types: 

TYPE G2A 4 full circles plus an extra pair of dots on either side of a small 
•1•. February 1858. 

TYPE G28 3 full circles plus extra pair of dots on either side of a thick • 1 •. 
February-July 1858. 

TYPE G2C 3 full circles of dots around a tall. thin •1• with distinct serifs. 
1858-1863. 

Note that Dobin. in ref.37. records Types G3A-D as Ekspeditsiya marks. and 
that Type G3E (which he does not record) is worded as though it were an Eksped 
mark. so it might well be that all these Group G3 marks should be transferred 
to Section A! 

TYPE G3A Double circle. S.PETERBURG at top. KANTSELY ARIY A at foot. stars at 
sides. 3-line date. Imhof records it only for 1880. but Dobin in ref.37 
records it for 1864-1887. 
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TYPE G3B As Type G3A but KANTS.POCHTDIREKTORA at foot. Imhof and Dobin both 
record it only for 1880. 

TYPE G3C As Type G3A but single circle with I-line date and 
KANTS.POCHT.DIREKTORA at foot. Not in Imhof but Dobin has it for 1902-1903. 

TYPE G3D As Type G3A but OTD.DOST.VYSOCH.KORR. at foot. I-line date. 
vertically shaded segments. Imhof records it for 1914 only. also the year of 
my examples. Dobin has it for 1908-1914. Wortman (ref .5) recorded 2 examples. 
one again 1914 but the other 1916. and gave the interpretation of the 
inscription. One can wonder whether this office of great hierarchical 
importance once hid its identity under the anonymity of a mere numbered Otdyel 
within Section D. or an unidentified role Ekspeditsiya within section Al 

TYPE G3E Bridge type. S.P.B.POCHT AMT at top. RASP.EKSP. at foot. diamonds at 
sides. no codes. Not in Imhof or Dobin. but there is a loose 1 rub. stamp in 
the John Tovey collection with a 9 November 1911 strike. and our Editor 
advises a second 1 rub. stamp with a 29 July 1912 strike. Mr.Skipton advises 
him that RASP is an abbreviation of RASPORYADITELNAYA. which refers to a 
central management office of some kind. Perhaps this mark should be in Section 
A? ••• or C1 

I find it surprising that that St.Petersburg marks which include the word 
• POCHT AMT• are rare. but it seems that the only marks in this category (other 
than Type G3E above) are the following (none of which I have seen) : 

TYPE G◄A Single circle. S.PETERBURG at top. VREM.P.OTD. at foot. 3-line date. 
Sklpton records this strange mark. with bold seriffed lettering. in ref.35 for 
1887. 

TYPE G◄B Single circle. S.P.B.POCHTAMTA at top. PARGOLOV.VR. P.OTDnte at foot. 
code numbers at sides. 3-line date. Codes 1.2.3 all listed by Imhof. all only 
for 1887. Sklpton records an 1884 strike of code 1 in ref.33. 

TYPE G◄C As Type G48 but LYSNOE VR.P.OTDnte at foot. Code 2 listed by Imhof 
for 1888. confirmed by Skipton in ref.33. 

TYPE G◄D As Type G48 but SHUVALOVSK P.OTDYELENIE at foot. Code 2 listed by 
Imhof only for 1903. confirmed by Skipton in ref.33. In ref.34. Skipton 
records a different code 2 mark for 1900. 

It would seem that Types G4B to C, if not also D. are Temporary Otdyelenie 
marks for some reason. Imhof calls Group G4 marks "seasonal stamps". 

It is I find surprising that only these marks include the word "pochtamt". 
the word for the Main Post Office in a large city. There are two interesting 
and relevant registered covers in the G.Miskin collection with Type AlC 1 
Ekspeditsiya (code 11) despatch marks. 22-8-1899 and 16-7-1901. where the 
registration labels are respectively 
a. a pink 1899-type reading SPB.POCHTAMT/No ... lLIT. handstamped with a script 
letter •A•. adressed to Helsingfors 
b. a Z(akaznoe)-type label of St.Petersburg. dlso reading POCHTAMT 
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which seem to indicate a close link between the Pochtamt and the first 
Ekspeditsiya. Possibly they were in the same building at that time. much as 
the Inland and Foreign Sections of the London GPO have been in the same 
building. Can anyone explain ? 

Alsa. it is possible that the 'Ts.o.• marks listed in Section C are actually 
Pochtamt marks, although the existence of marks inscribed POCHTAMT makes it 
perhaps less likely that there would also be a range of Pochtamt marks 
inscribed 'Ts. O. • I 

Summary 

It would be possible to extend this Section to deal with explanatory marks (as 
IZ YASHCHIKA markings. postage due marks, etc.), registration marks and 
labels. etc.. but they are beyond the direct purpose of this article and are 
therefore omitted. Perhaps someone else would like to deal with these ? 

CONCLUSION 

The wide range of St.Petersburg marks covered by the above survey shows that a 
continuing series of developments and changes in the postal organisation of 
the city has generated a rich field of postmarks for collection and study. 

It is a fact of philatelic writing that the act of publication often results 
in additional information coming to light from hitherto untapped sources. and 
the writer finds his work is quickly rendered obsolete. It is my hope. that 
this article will follow this pattern as I am sure that nothing like the last 
word has yet been said on the complex variants of St.Petersburg marks with 
which we are confronted. It is hoped that the information presented will 
enable covers to be analysed in greater depth. and that useful additional data 
will be submitted so that an addendum can be published at a future date. 
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ST .PETERSBURG MARKS : THE TABLES 

These Tables summarise the 
abbreviations : 

range of recorded usage dates and use the following 

BT = Bridge . Type marks 
DC = Double Circle marks 
SC = Single Circle marks 

Dimd = Diamond marks 
K = Killer marks 
M = Machine marks 

Oc = Octagonal marks 
R • Rectang. marks 
3R = 3-Ring marks 

TABLE R : ROLE-DEFINED EKSPEDITSIY A MARKS 

Role of 
Eksped. 

colnc 
abroad 

lncomlnc 
Internal 

lncomlnc 

Internal : 

for abroad 

delivery : 

Ordinary 

delivery : 

ln■ured 

delivery : 

parcel 

NOTES 
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at top at foot side known 
codes dates 

DC SPB EKS.PRIE.INOST.KORR. dots 1877-78 

S.PETERBURG EKSPED.PR.INOST.KORR. 1. 2 • 3 1878-82 

SC S.PETERBURG EKSPED. VYD. vecher PROST. KOR. 1. 2 1879-82 

DC S.PETERBURG EKSP. VYD. 3 cha■a PROST. KOR. 1. 2 • 4 1878-82 
9,10 

EKSP.VYD.PROST.KOR. 1. 2 1878-82 

DC S.PETERBURG EKSPED. VYD. (utro> I NOSTR. KOR. 1. 2 1879-82 

EKSP.VYD. a cha■a I NOSTR. KOR. 1. 2 1880-81 

DC S.PETERBURG EKSPED.PR.PROST.VNUTR.KOR. 1. 2. 3 1879-82 
5,7,8 

EKSP.PR.PROST.VNUTR.KORR. 14 • 18 1880-82 
22,23 

SC S.PETERBURG EKSP.VYD.DEN.KORR. star 187 1 

DC S.PETERBURG EKSP.PR.DEN ..... PAKET 1. 3 188 1 

SC S.PETERBURG EKS. PR. POSY L. star 1904 -07 

DC S.PETERBURG POS.OTD.2 6 1906 

1. All are in black except that Type R3A code 8 is also known in 
blue, and that the only strike of Type R4A (on an insured cover to 
a bank) is in red. 
2. The Type R2B mark occurs with various hours inserted where I have 
shown •3•, 
3. The Type R4B mark, recorded (as Type R4A) only by Dobin in 
ref.37, presumably occurs with different hours; I have shown •9•. 
4. Type RSB is known from an insured cover in my collection which 
has both these code numbers struck in red. The central seal reads 
"S.PETERBURGSK POCHTAMTA" at top, "EKS.PR.DEN.TSEN.PAK." at foot, 
"ix" or "N" at left of central crest, "14" at right and "STR.KOR.2" 
below it. The other four seals are smaller· and of a bank. No 
adhesives, adressed to Novogeorgievsk, Don.Obl. It does not quite 
match any of the examples in Dr.Snegireff's BJRP9 article on insured 
mail. 
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Type 

RIA 

RIB 

R2A 

R2B 

R2C 

R4A 

R4B 

R3A 

R3B 

RSA 

RSB 

R6A 

R6B 



TABLE A : NUMBERED EKSPEDITSIY A MARKS 

Date feature 

-style 1 2 

DC 3-LINE no codes 59-03 56-66 

Roman Nos. 59-66 -
code Nos. 82-03 89-06 

FRACT. code Nos. 95-03 -
SC 3-LINE no codes 70-03 -

FRACT. code Nos. 96-04 -
BT 1-LINE 9 vert. lines 92-94 -

11 vert. lines 12-14 -
No. in segment 02-14 -
unshaded 01-06 02 

18/19 vert. 1 ines 03-14 -
13/17 vert. lines 03-14 -

K 1-LINE code No. 99-03 -
DC 1-LINE no codes - -

letter + shading 11-14 06-14 

letter, no shading 14-15 14-15 

number, no shading 14 -
Oc 1-LINE code Nos. - 06-07 

M 1-LINE time code 07-11 -
no time code 12-14 -

RARE NUMBERS : 4 EKSP. 
8 EKSP. 
9 EKSP. 

Type A3F 13-15 
Type AlB 59-82 
Type AlB 62-66 
Type AlC 84-86 
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Ekspeditsiya 

3 5 6 7 Type 

- - - 59-77 AlA 

59-77 - - 71 AlB 

- 83-91 83-91 - AlC 

- - - - AlD 

- - - - A2A 

- 91-95 92-99 - A2B 

- 92-99 - - AJA 

- 94-99 - - A3B 

- - 99-05 - A3C 

- 13 02-05 04-12 A3D 

- 97-04 - 13 A3E 

- 98-03 - 12-13 A3F 

- - - - A4A 

05-07 - - - ASA 

08-15 - - - ASB 

- - - - ASC 

- - - - ASD 

- - - - A6A 

- - - - A7A 

- - - - A7B 
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TABLE 8 : OTDYELENIE MARKS 

DC SC BT 

3-llne date fractional date 1-line date 

0tdye 1 enle 'SPB' at top 'SPB' at foot 'SPB' at top 'SPB' at top 
No. Type BIA Type B2A Type B2B Type B3A 

1 1872 - - -
2 - - - 1904 

4 - - 1899-1902 -
7 - 1891-1897 - -

10 - 1893-1899 - -
11 - 1892-1908 - -
13 - 190x - -
14' - 1890-1892 - -
15 - 1890-1891 - -
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TABLE C : CENTRAL OTOYELENIE & EKSPEOITSIY A Of Tt£ TOWN POST MARKS 

name Form date text text known.I Type 
of style at at at In apparent 
office top foot ■ Ide■ ••1ment■ date ■ 

Central DC 3-llne S.PE:TERBURG GOROD O-> POCHT A ■tars - 1859-1882 CIA 
Otdyel- open crosses enl• - 1881-1883 ClB 

GOR.P.OTD. stars - 1860 CIC 

oval - S.P.B. (central I J) - - 1868-1870 C2A 

DC 3-1 lne S.PE:TERBURG 6 EiC 9, 10, 16 + hour - 1883-1886 C3 

Town DC 3-llne S.PE:TERBURG P>our>GORODSIC.POCHTA code numbers - 1886-1892 C4A 
Poat SC fract. S.PE:TERBURG GOROD O-> POCHT A code numbers - 1891-1897 C48 
El:.-■ ped-
lt ■ lya BT 1-llne S.PE:TERBURG EICSP. GOR. POCHT. star.lhour doub I e-1 lned 1890-1899 CSA 

ver t . I Ines 1892-1895 C58 

arc + 1 line 1893-1900 C5C 

(bi a nk)/No. 1900-1906 C5D 

I-line S.PE:TERBURG GORODSIC. POCHT A code numbers vert. I Ines 1904-1912 CSE 
+ hour 

1-1 ine S.PE:TERBt'RG Ts.o. code number (blank) 1904-1906 csr 
code number Ts.O. (blank) 1906-1911 C5G 

I-line S.PE:TERBURG GOROD. POCHT A (blank) -.11 et ter 1909-1914 C5H 
+ hour ·-/number 1912-1914 C5J 

OTD.EICSP.GOR.P.O. (blank) (blank) 1913 CSK 

3R - OTD • .IEICSP.GOR • .IPOCHTY - - 1903-1904 C6A 

DC I-line S.PE:TERBURG code number (blank) (blank) 1905-1906 C7A 

Ts.o. star/number (bi ank) 1905-1908 C78 

GOR.POCH. code letters vert. I Ines 1913-1914 C7C 

code number (blank) vert • I Ines 1914 C7D 

II 1-1 lne S.PE:TERBURG GORODSIC. POCHTA 8.18 (blank) 1906-1908 CSA 
+ hour ( bi ank) (blank) 1906-1907 CSB 

GOR.POCHTA (blank) open to date 1908-1910 csc 
(blank) (blank) 1911-1914 CSD 

I-line S.PE:TERBURG GOR.POCHTA (bi ant) (blank) 1913-1914 CSE 
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TABLED : OTOYEL MARKS (1880 ONWARDS) 

0t dyel SC DC ( 3- 1 i n e da t e ) BT ( 1-1 i n e date ) 
number 3-1 ine f ract. date Otdyel S.P.B. at top 0tdyel S.P.B. at top 

date 0tdyel S.P.B. at top 
GOR. number at top GOR. OtdyeL 

at top at top at at at at 
foot foot foot foot 

D2 DS D6 DJ D3 DS D7A D7B D7C 

1 1902 - 1906 73-02 04-05 - - - -
2 87-06 - - 1887 - ??? - 03-06 1904 
3 - - - - 1893 - - 03-06 -
4 - - 95-05 91-05 - - - - -
5 - - 1905 91-92 05-06 - - 04-05 -
6 1882 1895 (a) 84-99 01-05 - - - -
7 - - 1905 72-87 - - - - -
8 - - 1898 81-95 1901 - - - -
9 1903 - - 88-00 84-95 - - - -

10 - - 1905 - - - - - -
1 1 - - 94-04 - - - 190x 03-04 -
12 - 93-98 93-05 - - ??? - - -
13 - 1896 1905 - - - - - -
14 - 94-98 99-05 - - - - - -
15 - 1897 1902 - - - - - -
17 - - - - - - - 1905 -
20 - - - - - 1906 - - -
21 - - 03-06 - - - - - -
27 - - - - - 03-04 - - -
28 - - - - - 1905 - - -
29 - - - - - - - 1905+ -
31 1904 - - - - - - - -
32 - - 04-06 - - - - - -
34 - - - - - 11-13 - - -
37 - - 03-05 - - - - - -
38 - - - - - 1913? - - -
47 1903 - 02-04 - - - - - -
53 - - - - - 1904 - - -

Notes : (a) Peel Type 6A. transferred to Type D3 because it is DC. not SC. 

50 

(b) The Types are the Peel classifications. with D prefix (and for D7 suffices). 
(c) The standardised types introduced in 1905 are excluded from the above Table. 
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TABLE E : TELEGRAPH Sr A r10N/Off1CE MARKS 

Date segments feature Telegraph sta tion/offlce Group 

Glavnaya some of others or 

(no.1) nos. 2-39 Type 

SC 3-llne - Original marks 1887-1893 1886-1896 El 
Extensions to above - 1888-1902 E2 

fr act. - - 1892-1897 1895-1904 E3 
DC f ract. - - - 1899-1901 E4A 

3-1 ine - - - 1901 E4B 
1-line unshaded - - 1904 E4C 

BT 1-line unshaded - - 1901-1903 ES 
SC 3-1 ine - as El/E2 but later - 1904 E6 

Refer to text for specific Stations/Offices using the various Types. 

TABLE F : RAILWAY Sr A rlON POSTMARKS 

Form feature Terminus 

Baltic Warsaw Tsarsk.S. Nikolaev Finland 
(Vi tebsk) 

R Framed - - - 1855-1858 -
dots hexagonal - 1858-1863 - 1858-1863 -

SC 3-1 i ne date - 1860-1876 - 1860-1898 -
+ Roman no. - 1893 - 1901 ? -
+ co de nos. 1885 1877-1897 1877-188x 1884-1891 -
frac t. date 1904-1910 1899-1904 - 1901-1904 -

Oval + Roman no. - - - 1907-1910 } may { 
plain 1913 1911-1913 1908-1915 1909-1914 exist 

DC 'MSK' •type - - - 1907-1912 -

For remarks concerning the use of Type F2 at Warsaw Station, and the exact 
status of Type F7, see text. 
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Group 
or 

Type 

Fl 
F2 

F3A-C 
F3D-E 

F4 
· FS 

F6A 
F6B-D 

F7 
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TABLE G : MISCELLANEOUS MARKS 

Group form feature dates Type 

Late pre- Dlmd 4-line text 1854-1859 GlA 
adhesive R framed, 2-1 ine text 1855-1859 GlB 

Number 1 Dots 4 rings of dots + extra pairs 1858 G2A 
in c ire le 3 rings of dots + extra pairs 1858 G2B 
of dots 3 rings of dots, no extra pairs 1858-1863 G2C 

State DC KANTSELYARIYA 1864-1887 G3A 
offices KANTS.POCHTDIREKTORA 1890 G3B 

SC KANTS.POCHT.DIREKTORA 1902-1903 G3C 
DC OTD.DOST.VYSOCH.KOR. 1908-1914 G3D 
BT RASP.EKSP. 1911-1912 G3E 

Temporary SC V REM • P. OT D. 1877 G4A 
post PARGOLOV. 1884-1887 G4B 
offices LYESNOE 1888 G4C 

SHU V ALOVSK. 1900-1903 G4D 
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TABLE H : lt.K>F (REF .18) TYPES - BAILLIE TYPES CONVERSION 

IMHOF BAILLIE IMHOF BAILLIE IMHOF BAILLIE IMHOF BAILLIE 

1.1.18 - G1A 1.10.4 -C6 2.11 .1 -06 4. 7.1 - E18 
1.1.20 - G1B 1.10.s -CSK 2.12.1 -078 4.8.1 - E1B 
1.1.21.1 -G2A 1.11.1 - R1A 2.12.2 -06 4. 11. 1 - E4A 
1. 1 .21.2 -G2B 1. 11 .2 - R1B 2.12.3 - B2A 4.17. 1 - E1B 
1. 1 .21.3 -G2C 1.11.3 -R2A 2.13.1 - 06 4.20.1 - E1B 
1.2.1 - A1A 1. 11 .4 -R2B 2.15. 1 - B2A 4.20.2 -EJF 
1.2.2 - A1A 1 .11.5 -R2C 2.15.2 -05 4.20.3 - ESB 
1.2.3 - A2A 1.11.6.1-8 - RJA 2.15.3 -06 4.22.1 - E1B 
1.2.4 - A1A 1. 11 .6.14 -RJB 2.16.1 -05 4.22.2 - E4C 
1.2.5 - A1C 1.11.6.18 -RJB 2.34.1 - C4A 4.23.1 - E1B 
1.2.6 - A10 1.11.7 - R4B 2.34.2 -C4B 4.25.1 - E4C 
1.2.7 - A1A 1 .12. 1 - 01CF 2.34.3 -CSE 4.29.1 - E5A 
1.2.8 -A2A 1.12.2 - 010 2.34.4 -CSH 4.31 .1 -E2A 
1.2.9 - AJA 1.12.3 -D!F 2.34.5 -CSJ 4.32.1 - E1B 
1.2.10 - A1C 1.12.4 -09 2.34.6 -C7C 4.34.1 - E1B 
1.2.11 -"28 1.13. 1 -C7A 2.34.7 -CSA 4.34.2 - EJF 
1.2.12 -AJD 1.13.2 -CSG 2.34.8 -cee 4.37. 1 - E3C 
1 .2.13 -A3C 1.13.3 -C7B 2.34.9 -cm: 4.37.2 - EJF 
1.2.14 -A3C 1.13.4 - CSfr 2.34.10 -CSO 4.38.1 - E1B 
1 .2.15 -AJE 1.13.5 -F? 2.34.11 -CSE 4.42.1 - E1C 
1.2.16 -AJE 1.14.1 -GJA 
1.2.17 -ASB 1.14.2 -G38 3.1.1 - F6B 5.1.1 -G4S 
1.2.18 - AJF 1.14.3 -G30 3.2.1 - F1A 5.1.2 -G4C 
1.2.19 -ASC 3.2.2 - F2A 5.1.3 -G40 
1.2.20 -A4 2.1.12 - A1B 3.2.3 - FJA 
1.2.21.1 - A7A 2. 1 .13 - C1C 3.2.4 - FJB A5D 
1.2.21.2 - A78 2.1.14 -C2A 3.2.5 - F4E B3A 
1.3.1 -A&A 2.1.15.1-3 - C1A 3.2.6 - FSB C2B 
1.3.2 -ASB 2.1.15.4 - C1B 3.2.7 - FSC C3 
1.4.1 - ASA 2.1.17 - A1B 3.2.B - FSA C70 
1.4.2 -ASB 2.2.2 - 81A 3.2.9 - F6B D7A 
1. 6.1 - A1C 2.2.3 -01 3.2.10 - F6C D7C 
1.6.2 -· A2B 2.2.5 - 02 3.3.1 - F2A DB 
1.6.3 - AJA 2.2.6 -06 3.3.2 - FJA E2B 
1.6.4 -AJB 2.3.4 - 02 3.3.3 - FJB E2C 
1.6.5 -AJE 2.4.3 -03 3.3.4 - F3C E20 
1.6.6 - AJD · 2.4.4 -078 3.3.5 - F40 EJB 
1. 7. 1 - A1C 2.5.2 -01 3.3.6 - F4A E3E 
1.7.2 - A1C 2.5.3 -06 3.3.7 - F4F E4B 
1.7.3 -A2B 2.5.4 - -828 3.3.8 - FSA ESC 
1 .7.4 -A2B 2.5.5 -01 3.3.9 -FSA EBA 
1.7.5 - AJC 2.6.3 -01 3.3.10 - FBD ESB 
1. 7.6 - A30 2.6.4 -078 3.3.11 - FBD F30 
1.8.1 - A1B 2.6.5 - 03 3.4.1 - F4F F4B 
1.e.2 - A1A 2.7.2 -01 3.4.2 -~ F4C 
1.8.J -, .AJD 2.7.3 - 06(?] 3.4.J - FSA FSD 
1. 10. 1 -CSB 2.e.1 -01 G3C 
1.10.2.1 -CSC 2.8.J -B2A 4.1.1 - E1A G3E 
1.10.2.2 -CSA 2.9.2 -03 4.1.2 - EJA G4A 
1.10.3 -CSD 2.10.2 - 01 . 4.4.1 -EJO R4A 
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